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a. How you can do your best in the Final Harvest

You should know that Me, Jesus Christ, will come again very very soon. Do you know that
Final Harvest just begin? Now you can speak about Me, Jesus Christ, freely because your
Father in Heaven really really love Christian people. You should know that all false priests
are already terminated by your Father in Heaven.
You should know that you should be hurry, be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly. And your life should be fruitful and faithful.
And you should know that Final harvest actually are only few days, that is why you should
be hurry to speak the Good News quickly, I Jesus Christ, repeat, quickly today.
You should know that time is very very limited, be hurry be hurry to spread the Good News
to as many countries as you can including to all your family and all your friends quickly
today, I repeat, quickly today.
You should know that Kingdom in Heaven is not built by coward people. Coward people do
not belong to Jesus Christ, especially if you do not admit in public that you are Christian and
you are committed to your faith. Don’t you know that Me will not admit in front of Father in
heaven those people who do not admit in public that they are Christian.
You should know that time is not enough for doing any other thing. You should be hurry to
speak about Jesus Christ quickly quickly to as many countries as you can, including all your
friends. And you should know that your Father in heaven do not like to meet Christian
people without fruit.
You should know that Me, Jesus Christ, will come again very very very soon and that is only
your Father in heaven know the day, because He really really love all of you. And that is
why you should be hurry be hurry to speak about Jesus Christ to all country, including all
your friends.
Do your best, I repeat, do your best to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and spread the
Good News quickly. That is the message: be very very very hurry to repent and receive Me,
all corners of the world. Tweet this message quickly and distribute this message to all your
friends quickly today. Follow us at http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
Link:
http://www.facebook.com/Guidetorepent,
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com,
http://findthetruthnow.blogspot.com,
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
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b. How you can stop and terminate mengele plan

People often think that that is impossible to oust dictator especially in a large country, but
you already prove it wrong. And that is the message: you should rely on God only. Now We
give you a gift: the incumbent in number one chair is already removed and a new
government take care of all people in USA, that is the decision of your Father in Heaven.
But you should know, that the worst plan in the world is mengele plan, because it plan to
ruin America and the world by creating a larger scale termination camp: your country. Now
it will put into effect that the new government is not capable and that is why you should
oust all people who promote the fallen incumbent that has been ousted completely. First,
you should know that the fallen incumbent has taken so much money from USA financial
system and speech so many time as if it will reform health care system of USA, actually it
plan to make another and worse financial turmoil, that is in this year. So many time, so
many time, America already forget to pray thanks to God for winning the second world
war. And that is why roosevelt fall into temptation that is to allow the virus from second
world war termination camp to escape to Latin America. The situation nowadays is getting
worse because today the virus already contaminate the entire America, the name of the
virus is social darwinism. And that is the meaning of the red dragon referred to in the book
of Revelation 12:3. In order America can defeat completely mengele plan, you should
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. And you should know that joseph mengele is the beast
referred to in Revelation 13. That is the message: you should stop the beast from its very
very very very very cruel plan, that is to terminate all people in the world, that is because
mengele worship the ungodly, that is leviathan itself.
Now We explain to you: how you can stop the beast, that is mengele. For you to know:
mengele survive from prison and he manage to escape to Latin America for numerous
years (e), the beast already buy its own army, exactly with the money that the fallen
incumbent has taken from US financial system. And that is why: you should stop and freeze
and return all the money that the fallen incumbent syphoon for itself from its health care
reform plan, and that is why do freeze all its accounts now. And then you should pray and
ask to God to help America in order all of you can stop and defeat mengele completely
forever.
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And mengele already manage a number of very very very secret underground bases all
around America under the name of odessa project. (d) And the odessa project is intended
to create a hybrid human-reptile soldiers that can do things more than ordinary people can
do, that is to swim and resist gun shoot numerous time. That is the message: they already
succeed to clone the master of mengele plan, that is mengele itself. And that is why:
mengele is very very very difficult to find because it literary speaking can swim under the
sea for unlimited time, because it is descendant of the old serpent that is loch ness monster.
In order to terminate mengele plan, you should find and terminate loch ness monster all
over the world, that is plesiosaur or referred to in the Bible as leviathan. Read again and
again and again and again and again Isaiah 27:1, Psalm 74. Do your best to find all
remaining plesiosaur in their original environment, that is New Zealand.(a)(b) And they
can find a way to escape from Scotland to New Zealand, because they are given a gift by
your Father in heaven, that is to swim, but they do too many blasphemy that is they commit
adultery too many times. That is the character of all descendant of the old serpent: all of
them are prosperous, powerful, cruel, and they commit adultery too many times and that is
blasphemy. That is why: Do find and terminate all plesiosaur quickly quickly today in New
Zealand. And you should throw away all darwin books and dawkins books and all evolution
books, including richard dawkins (c) into the fire quickly quickly today. That is the article
for today.

Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.facebook.com/Guidetorepent
follow Us only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent

Link:
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(a) Discovery, quote: ‘With their sketchy heritage, unusual stomach contents, and other-worldly
appearance, plesiosaurs continue to fascinate dino buffs and researchers alike, even inspiring some
of the fake Loch Ness monster photographs of the 20th century.’ source:
http://news.discovery.com/animals/sea-monster-found-with-289-stones-in-its-gut.html
(b) ‘the new plesiosaur described in the latest issue of Palaeontology: Kaiwhekea katiki (pronounced kieFEK-ay-uh KUH-ti-kee). There's now an official press release about it--it's identified as a cryptoclidid
but it's clearly related to Mortuneria and Aristonectes, and so may be a member of the
Cimoliasauridae as defined by O'Keefe (2001).’ ‘The plesiosaur fossil, discovered at Shag Point in
North Otago, is the first of its family (Cryptoclididae) to be found in New Zealand, and is only the
third such member to be found in the Southern Hemisphere.’ source:
http://dml.cmnh.org/2002Jun/msg00149.html
(c) ‘The Richard Dawkins Foundation for Reason and Science
Suite 184,
266 Banbury Road,
Oxford OX2 7DL
Great Britain’. Source: http://richarddawkinsfoundation.org/foundation,RDFcontact
(d) Scrapping FutureGen, quote: ‘Odessa was in the final running for the plant. It was in competition
against Jewett in East Texas and Tuscola and Mattoon in Illinois. The plant eventually went to
Mattoon.’ source: OA Online, http://www.oaoa.com/news/futuregen-13326-plant-project.html
(e) walter reed survivor camp. quote: ‘Walter Reed Survivor Contact New Mexico Survivor Contact,
Albuqerque Milan, Italy Xmas Eve meets son in Italy, using Alias Dr. Gregor Gregor’. source:
http://my.dmci.net/~casey/JosephMengelesurvivorsightings.htm
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c. How you can terminate mengele

"And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the
dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels, And prevailed not; neither was
their place found any more in heaven.” Revelation 12:7
For you to know: mengele plan is already in hotplate. (hotplate: in active policy) Don’t you
know that the old serpent only want to destroy the world, that God create with love. That is
the message: you should know that people already become something else, all of them
already worship darwin, save a number of very determined Christian people.
That is because darwin is second beast, referred to in the Bible, read the book of Revelation
13. And you should know: darwin is descendant of a draconian family, known as dragon
court.(a) That is why: darwin is very very clever, but clever in false teaching, that is: he
worship malthus and he was determined to find observation to support malthus idea of
selection by adaptation and chance,(j) then he write a thick book full of blasphemy, in order
to make you and all nations fall into temptation, that is now they hate your Father in
Heaven. That is why: you should be very very careful, but you should do your best to
terminate mengele and stop its plan quickly quickly quickly quickly today. Don’t you know
that mengele is third beast, referred to in the Revelation 13:4-8. And do you know what is
mengele plan?(b) And don’t you know that mengele number is 666, that is one e equal 6.
For you to know: the mengele plan is intended to make all people in all nations as hostage,
literally speaking. And that is why: you should not worry about anything, just terminate
mengele and all its mercenaries quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today, and be hurry
be hurry and quickly to do that.
A hostage mean that mengele will make an effect that you should die quickly either by
natural or manmade disaster, or artificial famine, or other disaster including the
appearance of jurassic animals like dinosaur, in order all of you worship him. That is the
plan of mengele, as also referred to in the Bible in the book of Revelation 13:4-8. That is
why: you should be hurry to stop the beast that is mengele. Don’t you know that mengele is
also responsible for the massacre in texas few years ago? But mengele always find a way to
escape because he can do magic. Don’t you know that mengele is very advanced in
technology because he learned almost every magazine and journals in prison.
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And now mengele is already completing its research to master breeding dinosaur. And
literally speaking the eggs of dinosaur are already displayed at otago museum, dunedine,
new zealand.(c) That is why: be hurry, and quickly, to terminate and destroy all dinosaur
breeder plant and also all plesiosaur fossils in otago museum and in the jungle around the
otago museum.
And do you know that mengele now reside in germany, exactly in its previous lab in i.g.
farben in auschwitz, that is near auschwitz camp in second world war.(d) The purpose of
its visit to its old lab in auschwitz is to recover its old plan book and notes before it escape
to latin America with the help of odessa project. Do you know that it can escape numerous
times because there are help from knights of malta to provide numerous fake documents in
order some nazi eschelons can find save haven in latin America, including to argentina and
also to brazil, that is very very cruel cruel cruel. And don’t you know that admiral donitz’s
strategy is to relocate a large amount of germany soldiers to foreign countries?(e) That is
why you can say that they already export the virus to other countries including USA, and
Eisenhower did not know that decision, because the decision was made by harry truman.
And that project is to provide save haven to nazi soldier especially those who work for
American companies, that project is called as a secret terminology, that is: paperclip and
odessa project. And don’t you know that there is recent effort to provide lawyer defense for
those nazi eschelons, exactly by the fourth reicht administration.(k)
Do you know where are they now? My messenger do not visit to America yet, that is why he
do not know what happen in America, but he can obtain a file guided by Me, Jesus Christ, in
order you to know where are those cruel cruel mercenaries reside and do their
underground experiments. And that is My gift to you:
a. YANO facility, more than ten floors underground facility (f)
b. George air force base
c. dulce underground
d. gizeh plateau underground
e. well of sheshna, benares, india
f. lake manosarowar, naggar, near house of nicholas roerich, at himalaya
g. kulu valley, near himalaya
And you should know: that all of them support the fourth reicht, that is the family of the
previous number one chairman in USA. Don’t you know that the family supply mammon to
finance hitler administration to organize the second world war? Some other companies
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were involved including rockefeller oil company, i.g. farben and bayer pharmaceuticals.(g)
That is the message: they want to take advantage out of suffering of all people in the world,
and that is the work of pure evil.
And nowadays they have intent and will to create again another financial turmoil both in
USA, Europe, Asia and Africa, including Latin America and Australia, in order to create
capital drain and people will fight each other, and that is exactly social darwinism plan, and
they can take advantage again either by the financial turmoil or by artificial world war
which they plan to begin exactly this year?
We tell you their plan as a gift to you, in order you know and take actions quickly quickly
and accordingly to stop and terminate mengele, baba, plesiosaur, social darwinism, fourth
reicht and their mercenaries and their military robots, and terminate their cruel cruel cruel
cruel cruel mengele plan. Beside military robots, those cruel cruel cruel people also work
together with nephilim, that is what you call the grey alien, in order to hybrid soldier with
super-human capability to create destruction. And they plan to release them by this year,
that is why all of you should be hurry and be very very very very very hurry to terminate all
of the underground facilities mentioned above.
‘Term used by the government to describe the greys in terms of being a malevolent life form.
The deal with the greys is that their field around their body is different to ours to the point
where merging of the fields ends up creating physical symptoms [the "body terror"
mentioned by people like Whitley Strieber]. The field around them is in direct opposition to
ours. It is an anti-life field, as these specific species are on a devolutionary spiral. They are
akin to soldiers of fortune, and 'offer' their advanced technology in trade for things they
require. They are experts at manipulation of both the human body [through manipulation of
the fields] and the human mind. They require blood and other biological fluids to survive.
They abduct humans and animals in order to acquire these fluids. They implant small
devices near the brain which potentially gives them total control and monitoring capability.
These devices are very difficult to detect.’ (f)

And that is the message: mengele plan is part of dragon war with Michael, and that is
already written in the book of Revelation 12:7. Quote: "And there was war in heaven:
Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels,
And prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in heaven.”
Don’t you know that mengele can escape numerous time because he can do magic, that is
because he already learned from baba in india. And that is why: you should terminate and
destroy baba and all its followers quickly quickly quickly and be hurry today. You can find
the location of baba in well of sheshna, near benares, india.(f) The well is already known as
a hidden tunnel to underground cave where the old serpent reside, including numerous
dragons. Quote:
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‘This well is said to be an entrance to one of the naga's underworld lairs. Sherman Minton
also states that sheshna's well, an alleged opening into the underground reptilian
underworld of patalas [consisting of seven worlds or cavern levels], may be seen today in
benares, india, and ...It has forty steps leading down into a circular depression to a stone
door covered with cobras. This is said to lead to patala, the reptile netherworld.’(f)

And that is the message: be hurry and quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly be hurry to
destroy all baba family and all of its followers, because they already do too many
blasphemy and magic in their life. Read again and again and again and again and again the
book of Revelation 13:12-14.
So many people has fallen into worshipping the beast that is baba, and mengele also
worship baba, loch ness monster, plesiosaur that is leviathan, and naga, and darwin. That is
the meaning of Revelation 13:12-14. And that is why: you should be quick to search and
destroy all baba family and all of its followers including baba itself and mengele including
all of mengele’s mercenaries in the underground location mentioned above.

Link between mengele and bayer pharmaceuticals
A fact that most people except a very few number of investigators that spend their life to
divulge completely the hidden and monstrous plan to destroy the world completely in the
near future, is that mengele experiment in termination camp in second world war is
approved and sponsored by a number of companies, including german company that is i.g.
farben and bayer pharmaceuticals,(g) and also American companies including rockefeller
standard oil, ibm, and a number of American bankers including the bank of the family of
previous number one chairman of America.(d) For you to know: their plan is always the
same, that is to take advantage of poor poor people, they always want to see and create
numerous war, that is one character of the old dragon, they are called dragon court family,
that is they are thirsty to human blood. That is why: they want to create a larger war after
they wait for more than sixty years without a large war. The meaning is: they are very very
very very very cruel, and that is not because their culture is to worship the god of war, that
is thor, but because of they are descendant of the dragon family, with no heart at all, that is
why they are very very very very cruel, I repeat, they are very very very very cruel.
And you should know, those cruel people already plan and they already prepare and
control a large number of military robot to enable them to run their plan. Quote: ‘By the
end of 2005, they had 2,400. Today, they have 12,000, carrying out 33,000 missions a year.
A report by the US Joint Forces Command says autonomous robots will be the norm on the
battlefield within 20 years.’(h) That is why: you should be hurry to terminate and destroy
mengele and baba first, because they are something that those cruel people worship to.
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That is something you should know: they are very very very very very cruel, powerful, and
prosperous. And they can do numerous magic to make you fall to worship them. That is
something you should avoid: do not worship animal, do not worship the beast, do not
worship plesiosaur, do not worship loch ness monster, do not worship mammon, do not
worship your technology, do not worship darwin and evolution theory. That is blasphemy.
Read again and again and again and again and again Deuteronomy 5:7-9.
And that is why: mengele can survive for many years because he administer a number of
underground experiments supported by those large companies, actually mengele reside for
many years in walter reed survivor camp for many years.(l) You should find those
underground facilities mentioned above, in order you can destroy completely their plan. In
order to stop mengele plan, you should stop the financial institution including companies
that support mengele. That would mean: you should stop FutureGen,(i) and other secret
company administered by odessa project. And you should also put priority, I repeat, put
priority to destroy completely gizeh plateau quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
Don’t worry, do not worry about anything, just do destroy gizeh plateau, because they
manage montauk project under gizeh plateau.(f) My messenger do not know and do not
visit that location yet, that is why: you should not ask him the exact coordinate. And you
should know: they are very very very very very dangerous, they want to alter the direction
of history. That is full of blasphemy. There is simple experiment that you can do: type
darwin and odessa and otago and montauk and malthus and jurassic word in MS Office
Word with small first letter, and you will find automatically changing of the first letter of
these words to become capital letter, that is capital d, o, o, m, m, j. That is the message: you
should be hurry and be very very very very very hurry to completely destroy gizeh plateau
and all underground facility beneath the gizeh plateau.
Summary: how you can defeat mengele and baba completely
Unlike second world war, where the methods used by socialism are limited to conventional
battle with army, nowaday there are numerous ways that they already put into effect to
support mengele plan and social darwinism plan. And they also put with full effect: biology
weapon, genetic enhancement of soldier capability, military robots, and also full of
blasphemy that is magic. Read again and again and again and again and again the book of
Revelation 13:4-7.
Because of the extensiveness of the mengele plan and also they already prepare for full
sixty years to destroy the world, do not underestimate their capacity. And you should
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly. Do your repentance
include stop doing all your sins, pray to God only, do not serve two masters and do not
worship mammon anymore especially if you are American (Matthew 6:24), do not fall into
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temptation to take advantage from poor people, do not fall into temptation of wanting
prosperity and more power for you, and pray and ask to Holy Spirit. And throw away all
magic books, all harry potter books, all anthony robbins books, all other secret books to
bring prosperity with spiritual power, throw away all martial art books, throw away all
warfare books, all tactic books, all darwin books, all malthus books, all cult books, all
evolution books, all kiyosaki books, all socialism books, all dawkins books. That is a good
beginning, return to the Bible only, for your reference, unless God teach you otherwise.
Other specific book only as per really really necessary.
And then do pray and ask to God to help you, because the beast has enough magic power to
do unimaginable cruelty. And do follow the following phases to destroy and ruin mengele
and baba completely:
a. do not underestimate dinosaur breeding plant, that is actually their last trump card.
That is why destroy completely otago museum and all reptiles inside the jungle
nearby otago museum. That is first priority.
b. stop and destroy all futuregen facility and factory, including underground bases in
Yano and odessa, texas.
c. Destroy completely all syrian bunkers located in Golan Heights. All mercenaries of
mengele hide there. And mengele now reside in Germany near i.g. farben old lab
near the location of auswitch camp in second world war. And you should know that
he already change identity and bring numerous fake passport, that is why his name
now is not mengele anymore, but dr. gregor gregor. Terminate it after you find and
do not spare its life anymore.
d. stop the process of rendition and rehabilitation of all nazi eschelon who want to
escape from Nuremberg sentence. All of them are so dangerous and heartless and
intoxicated severely by the beast, because they too many times do blasphemy, that is
why terminate all of nazi eschelon including those who are recruited and trained
after second world war. Some of them are located in numerous bases outside
Germany, for instance golden nazi in argentina.
e. beware of spiritual movement under the terminology of new age, all of them are
pure evil and do magic and blasphemy. Do not worship again harry potter or david
copperfield. And do not practice magic and other cheap trick, including spamming
and other method to cheat poor people.
f. Do not rely to yourself, that is what new age teacher teach you, but all of their
teaching is only false teaching. Do not put prosperity theology preacher into your
14
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heart. All of them are very very very very very cruel, and they only to intoxicate you
in order you worship mammon. Throw away all prosperity theology preachers into
the bottom of the sea, quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
g. Destroy and ruin completely gizeh plateau and all underground facilities beneath
the plateau. All the facilities there are very very very very very cruel. And they
already purchase technology to alter the direction of history. Do not spare all of
them, and do not give other fake document to them in order they can teach you
later, that is a big mistake by previous government in USA after winning second
world war, and that is really really bad mistake.
h. Do not spare all of nazi eschelon who escape from Nuremberg Trial, even so many
investment has been made by the previous government administration in USA to
give some of them rendition program and rehabilitation.
i.

Do not expect help from mossad and cia, all of them are already intoxicated by other
secret institution, that is skull and bones, including donovan.

j.

Do not spare all serpents and old dragons hiding in nagar, lake manosarowar, near
himalaya, and also do not spare all serpents hiding inside the well in sheshna. And
you should know that actually they intoxicate all Indian people for numerous
centuries, that is why do not ask for government permit to do this termination of all
serpents inside the well of sheshna.

k. Do not worry about anything, but do not rely to yourself, pray and ask to God first
before you do your action. Be hurry and quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly be
hurry to do your repentance and then ask to God to teach you how to do your action
carefully but successfully.
l.

And you should know that they already purchase military robot, located in a number
of underground facilities including George air force base and other underground
bases. That is more problem to solve, because they are located in protected area.

m. Other problem is humanoid soldier, that is hybrid and genetic modified human and
reptile, sometime referred to as reptiloid, actually that is hybrid between human
and nephilim which is prohibited by your Father in heaven. Read again and again
and again and again and again the book of Genesis 6:4. Do not underestimate them
either, they are not what you often see in the movie, that is a weak form of grey
reptile that you call alien. Some of them are E.B.A.N. but they are already genetically
enhanced, that is the result of cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel work of mengele
supervised by some of nephilim. But you should know that they can only survive in
15
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low temperature, that is why they like to hide in underground bases and jungle, and
that is why all of you who like to sleep on the floor actually you are degraded to
become reptile, that is character of heartless and cold blood reptile, they like to
sleep with their stomach on the floor. And you may find some of them at dulce
facility, but you should not expect help from institution of present government. Do
not ask for permission from the present number one chairman of a big country, that
is USA, because it is anti-Christ. That is why you should oust it first from the number
one chair of a big country, along with all foreign exchange traders, throw away all of
them into the bottom of the sea quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly right now!
n. There are some hints that you should know about those reptiloid soldiers, they are
prone of flammation, that is something you can do to eliminate them forever. Quote:
‘Cold-blooded like all reptiles, the Reptiloid is found to flourish in a warm, tropical
clime [normally artificial... big caves]. With imperfect respiration providing just
enough oxygen to supply tissues and maintain the processing of food and
combustion, their temperature can be raised only a few degrees above the ambient
[this suggests that 'heat' weapons, like flame-throwers and so on, may prove to be
very effective and fatal to this species under battle conditions].’(f)
And do your best, I repeat, do your best to find and terminate mengele. Pray and ask to God
to help you.
This article is written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ. My messenger only type My
message, that is why: do not punish him, I repeat, do not punish him.
Thank you, Me already help you. Love, Jesus Christ
URL.
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
follow Us only at http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/guidetorepent
And do not be hesitating to copy and distribute as maximum as you can, the guide to help people to repent
and do their repentance properly in the URL esnips above. Tell all of them to speak about Me, Jesus Christ.
visit My messenger read My message in http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
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http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia

Link:
(a) dragon court. URL: http://www.bilderberg.org/skulbone.htm
(b) mengele plan. ‘The Richard Dawkins Foundation for Reason and Science
Suite 184,
266 Banbury Road,
Oxford OX2 7DL
Great Britain’. Source: http://richarddawkinsfoundation.org/foundation,RDFcontact
(c) otago museum. otago museum is located at dunedin, new zealand, and that is one of the largest
museum in the Commonwealth. And sometimes that museum is referred to: a living jurassic park.
Quote: 'Discover new zealand's largest fossil, the Shag Point plesiosaur - a striking sea-serpent like
creature.' http://www.otagomuseum.govt.nz/southern_land_southern_people.html
(d) i.g. farben & rockefeller. Quote: ‘i.g.farben not only produced gasoline for the Nazi war machine, it
manufactured "Zyklon B", used slave labor before and during the war, owned bayer pharmaceuticals
which according to a current lawsuit was directly involved in josef mengele's horrific auschwitz
experiments, and was spared from Allied bombings due to its rockefeller interests. Leading war-time
journalist George Seldes attempted to reveal this "unholy alliance" through his newspaper articles,
but was rarely published at the time’. source: http://www.voxfux.com/features/knightsofmalta.html
(e) admiral donitz’s strategy. Quote: ‘The “strategy” of Hitler’s successor, Dönitz, was one of capitulation
and of saving as many as possible of the westward-fleeing civilians and of his German troops from
Soviet hands. During the interval of surrender, 1,800,000 German troops (55 percent of the Army of
the East) were transferred into the British–U.S. area of control.’ source:
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/648813/World-War-II/53600/The-German-collapsespring-1945
(f) yano facility. source: http://www.greatdreams.com/reptilian-humanoids.htm
(g) bayer pharmaceuticals support mengele. Quote: ‘In a number of documents only recently discovered
exists a letter in which Bayer Sales Director Wilhelm Mann praised famous Nazi Dr. Joseph Mengele’s
experiments and promised to discuss financing from the company. “I have enclosed the first check,”
Mann wrote’. source: http://www.pot-tv.net/archive/shows/pottvshowse-1994.html
(h) military robot. Quote: ‘By the end of 2005, they had 2,400. Today, they have 12,000, carrying out
33,000 missions a year. A report by the US Joint Forces Command says autonomous robots will be
the norm on the battlefield within 20 years.’ source: Independent.co.uk, January 22, 2010,
http://www.independent.co.uk/opinion/commentators/johann-hari/johann-hari-the-age-of-thekiller-robot-is-no-longer-a-scifi-fantasy-1875220.html

(i) futuregen. Scrapping FutureGen, quote: ‘Odessa was in the final running for the plant. It was in
competition against Jewett in East Texas and Tuscola and Mattoon in Illinois. The plant eventually
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went to Mattoon.’ source: OA Online, http://www.oaoa.com/news/futuregen-13326-plantproject.html
(j) darwin actually worship malthus. source:
http://members.optusnet.com.au/exponentialist/malthus_evolution.htm
(k) Quote: ‘Before the Bush Administration, the United States viewed "enforced disappearances" as a
crime--bringing criminal charges as early as 1946 against German military and government officials
who implemented a program under which people were secretly seized and held outside of recourse
to any legal process.’ source: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/09/01/american-diplomatsadvoca_n_274039.html . Quote: ‘To predict the imminent rise of the Fourth Reich may seem radical to
readers who do not know about the Bush role in funding/directing the Nazi's genocidal program and
the revival of eugenics projects through the alliance of wealthy families that was forged in the first
half of the century. The close ties between the Bush family and other eugenically-obsessed elites
remained strong and George H.W. Bush (Skull & Bones, 1948) picked up where his father left off with
the added daunting task of making the dirty work of eugenics once again look respectable in
America.’ source: http://watch.pair.com/reich.html
(l) walter reed survivor camp. quote: ‘Walter Reed Survivor Contact New Mexico Survivor Contact,
Albuqerque Milan, Italy meets son in Italy, using Alias Dr. Gregor Gregor’. source:
http://my.dmci.net/~casey/JosephMengelesurvivorsightings.htm
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d. How you can speak about Me, Jesus Christ, quickly quickly
quickly quickly quickly

Christian people often think that they should practice conversation in order to speak about
Me, Jesus Christ, and they should spend long hours for one person before they can work on
someone else. Actually that is not true, you should know that to speak about Me, Jesus
Christ, you should speak properly but you should rely on Holy Spirit only.
You should know that Me, Jesus Christ, will come again very very soon. Don’t worry, do not
worry to speak about Me, Jesus Christ, without worrying. You can carry the message
quickly through telephone, short message (sms), electronic message (email), and copy the
guide to help you repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly and
quickly. You should print and copy as many as you can, and distribute the copies to as many
country as you can, including Asian and African and Latin America countries. Don’t you
know that only your Father in Heaven know the day of My second coming. That is the
meaning of you should be hurry be hurry to spread the Good News. That is the message: do
not postpone until tomorrow to speak about Me, Jesus Christ, and you should speak about
Me, Jesus Christ, as much as possible and do your best, I repeat, do your best to spread the
Good News quickly today.
You should know that time is very very limited, and that is why you should be hurry to
spread the Good News quickly today. And do not postpone, I repeat, do not postpone to
spread the Good News quickly today. And do not worry, do not worry do not worry about
anything, your Father in Heaven really really love you, and He always take care of you.
Read again and again and again Matthew 6:30-35.
That is the message: be hurry be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all
corners of the world. Tweet this message to all your friends quickly today and to all over
the world quickly quickly quickly today. Follow us at
http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
Link:
http://www.facebook.com/Guidetorepent,
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com,
http://findthetruthnow.blogspot.com,
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
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e. Why you should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly today

Some people think that salvation is a gift by grace of God, that is why they think that they
are free to do as many sins as possible until almost time when Me, Jesus Christ, come again.
That people think that salvation is free and that is why they think that is very very cheap.
Don’t you know that you cannot be saved by your own good deeds or offering or by
sacrificing so many animals regardless how many animals you have in your house?
Don’t you know that your Father in Heaven love you very much, that is the message: that
you are so cruel cruel cruel cruel if you think that you can do as many sins and more sins as
you like before the End of Time, don’t you know that is you do so many sins and blasphemy
in your life, you will be degraded to become animal. And who say that you can escape from
the wrath of God? Read again and again and again and again and again Luke 3:7.
Some people think that they can do whatever they like because that is their life, and they do
not want to listen at all if someone tell them to repent. They will answer with harsh words
such as: ‘That is my life, go away,’ or ‘Believe what you believe, leave me alone.’ That is the
message: the message is that you are already intoxicated by the old serpent and then you
hate the Church and all Christian people. Don’t you know that that is very very very very
very cruel if you plan to do so many sins in your life in order you can ask for forgiveness
later later in the end of your life? Read again and again and again and again and again
Jeremiah 3:5, 3:21-22, and Jeremiah 4:1.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
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http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
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f. How you can help all Russian people to repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ

Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in Jerusalem. And that is why you
should be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
And you should do your best to prepare and speak in public in order all russian people to
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
In order to help all Russian people including all scholars and all students and all
businessmen to repent and do their repentance properly, do your best to coordinate your
team and do your best to organize your team’s schedule to speak in public television and
radio broadcast channels. The following are a number of things to do in order you can
prepare all Russian people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, quickly quickly quickly
quickly quickly quickly today.
a. Speak in public television and radio broadcast channel, make sure that the television
channel can be released in all other television channels, including all television
channels in all Russian provinces and other Eastern Europe countries.
b. Speak in public television properly that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in
Jerusalem, and that is why: all of them should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ,
quickly quickly quickly today.
c. Translate a number of articles written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ, into a
number of local languages including Russian language, Slavian language, Belarussian
language, Czech language, Polish language, Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Belgian,
Azerbaijan, Ukrainian, Chechna. Get the translation read and published in a number
of radio stations in their respective countries in order to help people to know that
Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in Jerusalem and that is why: all people should
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
d. Copy a guide to help people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, in the following
URL: www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide. Some of those language translations
are already included in a book consists of twelve chapters and each chapter include
four to six language translation.
e. Copy this guide as many as you can and distribute this guide all those countries,
including all scholars and all students in order they can repent and receive Me, Jesus
Christ.
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f. Allow all scholars, all workers, and all students to take care their family properly in
order they can speak properly about Me, Jesus Christ.
g. And do your best to speak properly about Me, Jesus Christ, in the classroom and also
in the street. Do your best to allow all Christian preachers to speak about Me, Jesus
Christ, properly in all provinces in Russia.
h. Remove all statues from all Churches in Russia.
i. Urge all people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do their repentance
properly including they should not do again their sin. Don’t you know that that is
forbidden to do again your sin after you repent? Read again and again and again and
again the book of Rome 6:1.
j. Coordinate with all Churches and all university in each major city in Russia in order
to help all people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, including Moscow, st.
Petersburg, dubna, Leningrad, Vladivostok and other city in your country.
k. Copy and distribute the guide to help all people in Russia, and distribute the copy as
many as possible to all factory and all hospitals at your country.
l. Urge all musicians and composers to perform in public with Christian songs, but tell
them that they should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and they should speak
about Me, Jesus Christ, properly before they perform music in public hall.
m. Allow your students to skip class as per necessary if they want to speak about Me,
Jesus Christ.
n. Provide training to a number of senior students in order they can help other
students to speak about Me, Jesus Christ.
o. Some students are quite advanced with information technology and also mobile
telephone, allow them to speak about Me, Jesus Christ, using multimedia and mobile
telephone, including online journal, short message, electronic message, youtube,
facebook, and other advanced social media methods including twitter and
tweetdeck. follow Me, Jesus Christ, only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
p. All Russian people should take care at least their family and at least four people each
day in their life, that would mean they should speak about Me, Jesus Christ, quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
q. Some people who live in remote area or in other province cannot be reached
quickly, that is why tell all Russian people to send the guide to help people to repent
and receive Me, Jesus Christ, using mailing and post office.
r. That is how all Russian people should repent and do their repentance properly and
prepare for The End of Day.

Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, Me already help you. Love, Jesus
Christ
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URL:
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
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g. How you can help all China people to repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ

Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in Jerusalem. And that is why you
should be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
And you should do your best to prepare and speak in public in order all China people to
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
In order to help all China people including all scholars and all students and all businessmen
to repent and do their repentance properly, do your best to coordinate your team and do
your best to organize your team’s schedule to speak in public television and radio
broadcast channels. The following are a number of things to do in order you can prepare all
China people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly
quickly today.
a. Speak in public television and radio broadcast channel, make sure that the television
channel can be released in all other television channels, including all television
channels in all China provinces and other Eastern Asia countries.
b. Speak in public television properly that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in
Jerusalem, and that is why: all of them should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ,
quickly quickly quickly today.
c. Translate a number of articles written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ, into a
number of local languages including traditional chinese language, korean language,
vietnamese, laos, kampuchea, burma, myanmar, cantonese, macau, and other far
east languages . Get the translation read and published in a number of radio stations
in their respective countries in order to help people to know that Me, Jesus Christ,
already come again in Jerusalem and that is why: all people should repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ.
d. Copy a guide to help people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, in the following
URL: www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide. Some of those language translations
are already included in a book consists of twelve chapters and each chapter include
four to six language translation.
e. Copy this guide as many as you can and distribute this guide all those countries,
including all scholars and all students in order they can repent and receive Me, Jesus
Christ.
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f. Allow all scholars, all workers, and all students to take care their family properly in
order they can speak properly about Me, Jesus Christ.
g. And do your best to speak properly about Me, Jesus Christ, in the classroom and also
in the street. Do your best to allow all Christian preachers to speak about Me, Jesus
Christ, properly in all provinces in China.
h. Remove all statues from all Churches and all street and all public facilities in China,
including so many buddha statues and dragon statues and so many gods in your
country.
i. Urge all people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do their repentance
properly including they should not do again their sin. Don’t you know that that is
forbidden to do again your sin after you repent? Read again and again and again and
again the book of Rome 6:1.
j. Coordinate with all Churches and all university in each major city in China in order
to help all people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, including beijing, hong
kong, canton, peking, macau, and other city in your country.
k. Copy and distribute the guide to help all people in China, and distribute the copy as
many as possible to all factory and all hospitals at your country.
l. Urge all musicians and composers to perform in public with Christian songs, but tell
them that they should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and they should speak
about Me, Jesus Christ, properly before they perform music in public hall.
m. Allow your students to skip class as per necessary if they want to speak about Me,
Jesus Christ.
n. Provide training to a number of senior students in order they can help other
students to speak about Me, Jesus Christ.
o. Some students are quite advanced with information technology and also mobile
telephone, allow them to speak about Me, Jesus Christ, using multimedia and mobile
telephone, including online journal, short message, electronic message, youtube,
facebook, and other advanced social media methods including twitter and
tweetdeck. follow Me, Jesus Christ, only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
p. All China people should take care at least their family and at least four people each
day in their life, that would mean they should speak about Me, Jesus Christ, quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
q. Some people who live in remote area or in other province cannot be reached
quickly, that is why tell all China people to send the guide to help people to repent
and receive Me, Jesus Christ, using mailing and post office.
r. That is how all China people should repent and do their repentance properly and
prepare for The End of Day.
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Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, Me already help you. Love, Jesus
Christ

URL:
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
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h. How Matthew can be a disciple of Me, Jesus Christ

Some people think that you should be very very very very very good and prosperous
people in order you can be a good Christian. And then you should buy a house that is so
large in order you can invite so many people into your house.
Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in Jerusalem and that is why:
do your best to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, quickly quickly quickly quickly
quickly today.
Don’t you know that you should be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus
Christ, quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today. In order you to repent and receive
Me, Jesus Christ, properly you should do your repentance, and that is the meaning of
doing repentance properly: you should do your best to repair and fix all damage that
you already do in your life, that is the meaning of repentance. Read again and again and
again and again and again the Gospel of Matthew 9:9-13. The message is: you should not
make too many mistake, and do no more mistake in your life after you repent,
otherwise you do not have time anymore to repair your mistake.
That is how Matthew can repent and do his repentance properly, your Father in Heaven
give him repentance, and that is why: he can repent and do his repentance properly,
and that is why: you should do your repentance properly and wholeheartedly, that is be
compassionate and be merciful. That is the article for today.
Love, Jesus Christ
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i. Did Me, Jesus Christ, learn something in india

Some people think, and most of them only a sect of other religion who want everyone to
worship themselves, that Me, Jesus Christ, went to india after crucification. That is very
very very very very cruel and cheap trick to make all Christian people fall. That is why:
throw away all false teachers who teach that Me, Jesus Christ, went to india after
crucification. All of them are only teaching whatever they like, and they only rely their
arguments on a book written by a Russian traveler who want to be famous and get
mammon out of its book, that is full of false witnessing.(a)
That is why: they do anything in order to be famous and maximize their utility. That is the
character of all false preachers: all of them only teach whatever they like and ask everyone
to worship them. That is blasphemy. That is why: throw away all false teachers who teach
and write that Me, Jesus Christ, went to india after crucification, throw away all of false
teachers into the bottom of the sea quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today. Read
again and again and again and again and again the Gospel of Matthew 18:6-7.
Throw away too all Christian people who only want to maximize their utility, and they are
ready to do anything in order to be richer and richer and be more and more famous,
including selling their brothers and their sister, and then they do whatever they like in the
world without repentance at all. Some of them think that they can balance their book by
siphoning money and do money laundering and then ask other people including their
brothers and their sister to sign so many bills in order to make their book look prettier.
They call that cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel procedure as: dressing up their book.
Actually, that practice is against the law. They are not Christian at all, even if they often go
to church only to find consolation and to get recognition in order they can do many more
cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel evil work in their life after they attend sermon. Do you think
that you can do many many many more sins after you become a Christian? That is the
meaning: only if you do repent and do your repentance wholeheartedly, and then you will
be born again, otherwise you only do many many more sins and intoxicate other Christian
people in the Church. Read again and again and again and again and again the epistle of
Rome 6:1, and the Gospel of Matthew 18:6-7, the Gospel of Matthew 9:9-13, and also the
Gospel of John chapter 3, especially the Gospel of John 3:16.
Don’t you know that if you worry about your life, that is a sign that you lack of faith, and
then you will find other power to help you including to find advise to so many wicker and
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other cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel books in order you can survive without repentance and
then you blame other people who do not agree with your way of life, including you are
angry to your Father in Heaven. That is why: you can read in the Bible that mammon is the
root cause of all evil. Read again and again and again and again and again the Gospel of
Matthew 6:24.
That is the message: be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of
the world. Don’t you know that all of you are already intoxicated by the old serpents, and
that is why: you hate your Father in heaven. That is why: all of you already become
descendant of the old serpent. Read again and again and again and again and again the
Gospel of Luke 3:7.
That is the article for today.
This article is written by Me, Jesus Christ, and Me always love you, but you should be hurry
be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. Thank you, Me already help you.

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent

Link.
(a) notovich. Quote: ‘The Russian scholar, nicolai notovich, was the first to suggest that Christ may have
gone to india. In 1887, notovich, a Russian scholar and orientalist, arrived in kashmir during one of
several journeys to the orient.’ source: http://www.spinninglobe.net/Jesusinindia.htm
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j. Where is the Quelle?

Some people think that the four Gospel that they find and read in the Bible is not complete,
and there is the same source where all the Gospel are referring to, they call that the Quelle.
So me people think that the Gospel of Thomas is the answer. Actually the Gospel of Thomas
is quite good but Thomas do not allow his book to be published because he know that Me,
Jesus Christ, do not approve all his note in his book, especially concerning some Judaean
ideology included in that book.
Other people think that Me, Jesus Christ, only a teacher from Judaean village that is from
essenne school. That is the meaning of their argument: some rabbi of Jews people around
beginning of first year of roman calendar, that is about time of the birth of Jesus Christ, is
relocating to a cave near the dead sea. And they are characterized by a teaching which is so
different compared with other teaching in Jerusalem. That idea is explored by leigh et al.,
and they are wrong and only do blasphemy. Their argument is rejected by your Father in
Heaven. That is because they only speak and write whatever they like, and they do not read
Bible completely. And they are only false preachers. That is the message: throw away all
leigh books, all dan brown books, all harry potter books, all darwin books, all evolution
books, all dawkins books, quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly right now. All of them
only preach human teaching, they do not know they meaning of salvation by gift of grace of
God.
And you should know: that there are no more Gospel to find in other location, just read the
Bible. And do not rely on yourself and do not rely on your Hebrew language knowledge. All
you should know: you should only love GOD with all your heart, with all your soul, and with
all your mind. And that is the message: do not interpret and do not do exegese the Bible
with all your presupposition, that is forbidden for Church of Jesus Christ.
And don’t you know that the source you are looking for actually is Me, Jesus Christ. Yes, Me
guide and dictated literary speaking all Gospel writers, in order they can help other people
to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and that is the answer for theologians who look for
the Quelle. Don’t you know that each Gospel is written and intended for different people,
one Gospel is for Judaean people, that is Matthew, and one book is for Samarian people,
that is Mark. And one Gospel is for gentile people, that is Luke. And the other Gospel is for
Christian people, that is John.
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That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
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k. How you can do scientific research properly

Some scientists think that one should be very very clever and sharp in order to be able to
do scientific research properly. And they think that the answer is to learn so many books
and journals in order to know so many new ideas and theories, then they can develop
further. Actually that is not a clever algorithm to do scientific research, because you do not
know which papers and which books are the most important and the most significant
toward understanding the essence of Nature.
Other scientists think that the answer is a breakthrough in mathematics language or in a
very very deep idea such as graph or string or node or automata or some kind of fancy
ideas like that. Actually that procedure is also not so clever algorithm because you will find
yourself focusing on one idea for a number of decades until you find yourself exhausted, for
example with string theory that Witten himself pondering how to generalize and reconcile
so many different approaches in string theories.(b)
That is the message: you should use one of the best algorithm to do scientific research
otherwise you will spoil your life and then you fall fall fall and fall forever. In this article We
give you Our gift, that is how to do scientific research properly and respectfully to your
Father in Heaven. Yes, you should remember that the most important thing in your life is
doing things according to your Father in Heaven’s Will in your life. You should know that
science is less important compared to doing work for the Kingdom of Heaven but your
Father in heaven really really love you, that is why He allow you to do science in order you
can praise and admire Him. But do not do otherwise, that is doing science in order
everybody worship you, that is blasphemy and always forbidden in principle.
The following is Our guiding principle for you on how you can do science properly and with
a clever algorithm: (a)
a. Always pray to your Father in Heaven and ask to Him to help you to do His Will in
your life.
b. And don’t you know that your knowledge cannot be complete, that is a theorem
found by godel: incompleteness theorem. Read again and again and again and again
and again the first epistle to Corinthians 13:4-7.
c. Write down the problem on a sheet of paper.
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d. Pray again in order Holy Spirit will help you to solve your problem.
e. Think hard.
f. Write down the answer.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto

Link:
(a) the algorithm described above were often referred to as a quote from Gell-Mann and
then that is called Feynman’s problem solving algorithm. In this article We
emphasize that you cannot only think hard or find so many books for guidance, but
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and then pray and ask to God to help you. The
following is Feynman’s problem solving algorithm, attributed to Murray Gell-Mann:
‘Feynman Problem Solving Algorithm, as facetiously observed by a colleague,
Murray Gell-Mann in the NY Times, was: write down the problem; think very hard;
write down the answer.’ source:
http://www.mlahanas.de/Physics/Bios/RichardPhillipsFeynman.html
(b) Quote: ‘But string theory has always had a few vocal skeptics. Almost two decades
ago, Richard Feynman dismissed it as “crazy,” “nonsense,” and “the wrong direction”
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for physics.’ Read more:
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2006/10/02/061002crat_atlarge
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l. What is solar spot and solar flare

There is recent data reporting that the sun experience a winter season, that is shown by a
number of solar black spot which can be portrayed from a number of satellite imagery
monitored from earth. The origin and electromagnetic explanation of such black spot has
not been clearly defined yet.(a)
But we can infer some arguments based on hypothesis that the sun is previously a neutron
star in the ancient past, and that is condensed matter entity. Some people will find that
such a hypothesis is not so valid as a scientific idea, but there are a number of finding
indicate that the sun is indeed a low-temperature condensed matter physics phenomena,
that is a three dimensional superfluid.(a)
Some of you do not know the meaning of superfluidity, that is including some theoretical
physicists including a number of relativistic physicists. In principle, superfluidity is lowtemperature phenomena, which is characterized by a free flow of fluid without friction
resistance, that is similar with superconductivity. That superfluid character is observed
under a temperature which is called critical temperature, normally under 2-5 degree
kelvin.
And that is another hypothesis that My messenger wish to develop further, but he lack of
theoretical model and lack of first hand data, nonetheless there are reports suggesting that
a superfluid model of the solar interior is appropriate theory.(a) But there are a number of
finding which support hypothesis that both earth planet and the sun and also solar system
actually a condensed matter physics phenomena. Those findings are as follows:
a. There are finding indicating that earth is two fluid layer composite, instead of a
solid. That is because the inner layer rotate with different velocity compared with
the outer layer. And that two fluid model is another character of superfluidity.
b. Solar system is also composed of a set of inner planets and outer planets, with outer
planets have larger masses compared to inner planets. Nottale have described the
inner planets distribution as solution of spherical schrodinger equation, but he do
not discuss superfluid interpretation of that solution.(d)
c. Another problem in Nottale-schrodinger model of solar system is that it cannot
describe the problem, that is: why the outer planet masses tend to be larger than
that of the inner planet distribution, while if we find spherical solution of
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schrodinger equation we should find another row of planetoids for n=2 but actually
they size should be more or less equal to the inner planet size for n=1. Furthermore,
the outer planets have different physicochemical structure, that is the message:
spherical solution of schrodinger equation cannot describe properly the different
physicochemical structure of jovian planets. That is the message: actually the
answer can be found if we took seriously another hypothesis that is two-fluid model
of solar system, that is superfluid model of solar system.
d. And regarding the sun itself, that is: a smaller neutron star in the past which also
increase in its size according to Carmeli metric, that is one of good theory which is
approved by your Father in Heaven, see also a following phrase from Manuel,
Ninham and Friberg: Quote: ‘Giant gaseous planets and the solar surface are mostly
H, a fermion, but the inner planets and the interior of the Sun consist mostly of
bosons.’(a) That is the message: do not worship sun or planet or saturn or moon or
jupiter. Don’t you know that is blasphemy to worship other than God, read again and
again and again and again and again the book of Deuteronomy 6:5, and
Deuteronomy 5:7-9.
e. Don’t you know that My messenger actually is not an astronomer neither not an
astrophysicist? Actually he only wish to describe quantization of planetary distance
from solution of schrodinger equation, but he do not find the argument of Nottale
for n=2 convincing, that is because the outer planets are larger than the inner
planets, that is counterintuitive to the basic proposition of wave mechanics. That is
why: he thinks that a superfluid model of solar system would be more adequate to
describe those outer planets. Eventually he published a series of paper around five
years ago, and some astronomers report a number of planetoid discovery beyond
pluto subsequently, but these astronomers do not want to cite or refer to the
superfluid hypothesis of solar system model, even an IAU conference in 2006
already accepted that there are a number of planetoids beyond pluto, including
sedna and quaoar. That is the message: astronomers society tend to reject
hypothesis which support reality, they pretend to support only theory or
observation which confuse people including numerous fake computer simulation
which hide algorithm to produce that result. (c)
f. Another problem which confuse theoretical astrophysicists are the problem of black
spot observation. Yes, they are electromagnetic field effect, just like a spiral solution
of electromagnetic field which My messenger forget its terminology, but today Jesus
Christ help him to remember that terminology, that is birkeland solution.(g) But
apparently we can consider solar black spot exactly as a twirl or vorticity
phenomena just as what we can expect in superfluidity experiment, but this time the
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sun should be considered as an overall three dimensional superfluid. Another
proposition which can be inferred is that one can expect to describe the sun as twofluid component of superfluid entity, just like a typical neutron star. Quote: ‘...that
deep-seated magnetic fields associated with superfluidity of nucleon-paired
fermions in the solar core and/or Bose-Einstein condensation in material
surrounding that core may explain the upward acceleration and departure of H+
ions in the solar wind and abrupt climatic changes, including geomagnetic reversals
and the periodic magnetic storms that mark the solar cycle.’(a) There are a number
of theories of superfluid model of neutron star, for example see Volovik. Actually
there is another reference on hot spot emission of a freely precessing neutron star,
which could be a good guideline to study solar black spot.(b) Nonetheless, you
should pray and ask to God first before pursue further on this analogy between solar
black spot and hot spot emission of neutron star, otherwise the effect is not good for
yourself.
g. There is recent observation by NOAA researchers which suggest that solar flare
affect climatic changes, and that is why research concerning solar spot is very
significant as preventive measure to warn people before abrupt climatic changes.
Quote: ‘For the first time, we can tell two to three days in advance when and where a
solar flare will occur and how large it will be,...These recurring motions of the
magnetic field, playing out unseen beneath the solar surface…’(h). Another remark
by director of NOAA tell that solar flare is actually energy emitted by solar black
spot’s magnetic fields, and solar flare can affect numerous satellite facilities around
the earth. Quote: ‘Solar flares are sudden bursts of energy and light from sunspots’
magnetic fields.’(h)
h. There is other hypothesis which My messenger wish to explore further, that is
another argument supporting the idea that Cosmos is also a low temperature
phenomena, that is the so called cosmic microwave background radiation
temperature which is registered to be at 2.73 degree kelvin.(e) Your Father’s Will is
that you should not continue exploring so many hypothesis but just follow Me, Jesus
Christ, only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
i.

Nonetheless there is another proposition supporting that low-temperature
interpretation of cosmic microwave background radiation that is 2.73 degree kelvin.
That is: that universe has dimension equal to menger sponge dimension of 2.73.(e)
There is another sponge model of the Universe proposed by Zel’dovich sometime
ago, but his hypothesis is not related or related but nobody explore that proposition
further.(f) The problem with this menger sponge dimension interpretation is that
dimension has no kelvin temperature, that is a question for theoreticians.
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That is the article for today. That is the message: you should not eat too many fruit of
knowledge, only repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Don’t you
know that your Father in heaven really really love you, and surely He is willing to help
you and answer all your questions? That is why: give yourself to be saved, there is only
God, and none else.
Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto

Endnote.

(a) Oliver K. Manuel, Barry W. Ninham, Stig E. Friberg, ‘superfluidity in the solar interior: implications
for solar eruptions and climate,’ journal of fusion energy, vol. 21, (2002) p.2. Quote: ‘Giant gaseous
planets and the solar surface are mostly 1H, a fermion, but the inner planets and the interior of the
Sun consist mostly of bosons (abundant isotopes of Fe, Ni, O, Si, S, Mg and Ca). Hence, a reasonable
conclusion is that the solar core consists of degenerate fermions in a neutron star surrounded by a
dense iron-rich core of a Bose Einstein superfluid, superconductor… that deep-seated magnetic
fields associated with superfluidity of nucleon-paired fermions in the solar core and/or BoseEinstein condensation in material surrounding that core may explain the upward acceleration and
departure of H+ ions in the solar wind and abrupt climatic changes, including geomagnetic reversals
and the periodic magnetic storms that mark the solar cycle’. URL:
http://www.omatumr.com/abstracts2003/jfe-superfluidity.pdf. For an example of paper discussing
optical vortices, see: G. D’Aguanno et al., ‘optical vortices during a super-resolution process in
metamaterial,’ p.2 (2008) Quote: ‘Their applications include: free space interconnection of
electronic components … extra-solar planet detection...’. URL:
http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0803/0803.1469.pdf
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(b) J.a. Heyl and L.Hernquist, Hot spot emission from a freely precessing neutron star, ApJ. 2002,
http://www.iop.org/EJ/article/0004-637X/567/1/510/5288.html

(c) After a consideration My messenger do not study further along this direction, however he already
get a number of papers published around few years before, including in Annales de la foundation
Louis de Broglie vol. 33, 2006. A number of subsequent papers only discuss a numerical solution of
time-dependent gravitational schrodinger equation, with maple. See progress in physics 2006.

(d) An extensive review of the proposed hypothesis outlined herein can be found in a paper published
a few years ago: URL: http://redshift.vif.com/JournalFiles/V11NO1PDF/V11N1CHR.pdf. Another
book has been published in 2007 with title Quantization in astrophysics, brownian motion, and
supersymmetry, tamil nadu, india. A number of papers discussing quantization in astrophysics were
explored therein. A list of published papers by Laurent Nottale can be found in this URL:
http://luth.obspm.fr/~luthier/nottale/ukdownlo.htm

(e) See for example M.I. Wanas, Quote: ‘The second is the relation between the Hausdorff dimensions of
the Menger sponge and the CMBR-temperature.’ URL: http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/grqc/pdf/0404/0404115v1.pdf

(f) There are a number of cosmology model has been suggested based on sponge or foam model of
Zel’dovich. See for example: R. van de Weyngaert, the cosmic foam: stochastic geometry and spatial
clustering across the universe. URL:
http://astro.eldoc.ub.rug.nl/FILES/root/Preprints/2002/cosmicfoam/cosmicfoam.pdf. However,
your Father in Heaven approve only a Navier-Stokes model of cosmology, as suggested by My
messenger, although he did not continue further this line of research, because he explore further
quaternion number.

(g) birkeland Solar model. URL: http://www.thesurfaceofthesun.com/model.htm
(h) URL: http://wattsupwiththat.com/2010/01/23/new-tool-for-solar-flare-prediction/
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m. How you can learn properly cosmology

Some people think that in order to learn cosmology you should be really really smart and
brilliant. And then you should study in a number of leading universities including top five
university in USA, Germany, or united kingdom. That is why: so many clever students in
physics jump into the backwagon of cosmology study group in cambridge, oxford, or other
top university in USA. That is the message: they think and they forbid everyone to think
otherwise that the standard teaching should refer to those top five university in USA,
Germany, or united kingdom. And if someone has different idea including a student from a
Russia university, then he or she should be ousted quickly without further consideration of
the content of his or her argument.
That is not science anymore, that is social darwinism practice in university of Europe and
USA.(a) All of you who cannot enter those top five university in USA, Germany, or united
kingdom, all of you are literally speaking discarded to speak something about cosmology
model. And then you will find some kind of contradiction, that is: if you wish to do phd
thesis you should be original, but if you do something original then you will be discarded
quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly without further thinking. The meaning is: there is a
tavistock institute based on london in tavistock house,(c) which control collective memory
and do memory brainwashing at institutional and academic level.(d) They do cosmology
theory but they put systematically a number of theories and ideas which have specific
purposes, that is: to make people confusing and reject reality. That is the message: scientific
research today is dominated and controlled by a number of scholars whose their job is to
fool people who want to praise and worship God. Rejecting reality can be found not only in
numerous cosmology theories, but also in numerical mathematics known as chaotic
dynamics, bifurcation, quantum mechanics, and also astrophysics and philosophy, that is
postmodernism.
That is the message: you should not sell your faith only to get a position in top five
university in USA, or Germany, or united kingdom. Don’t you know that a scholar or a
leading professor who support creation theory or support the Bible will be ousted quickly
or terminated softly by allowing them to receive only half or sixty percent of remuneration
of the position given the same university.
Another professor in mathematics is even more cruel, he asked to a student to write for
him a recommendation letter in order he will be promoted to be a distinguished professor
in his university, and then he got promoted to be distinguished professor, and then he
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urged the college where that student, who give him recommendation letter, study in order
professor who support that student to oust that student, only because that student do not
want to write a book on globalization. That is because: that professor in mathematics not
only he do not know the meaning of research, and he do not know the meaning of academic
ethics, and he do not learn properly economics, but he plan to punish that student either he
write or not write a book on globalization.(b) That practice is called social darwinism. That
is very very very very very cruel. That is the message: throw away all darwinism books, all
darwin books, all evolution books, all dawkins books, all malthus books, all publication by
tavistock institute, and all publication by club of rome, and also throw away richard
dawkins itself quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today into the fire, without bothering
to ask anything to it.
And now: to all of you who want to learn cosmology but you do not want to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly as a scientist, that is: if you are
not willing to do throw away all your darwin books, all your philosophy books, all your
postmodernism books, all your evolution books, all your communism books, even better if
you put your neck on a large stone and throw yourself into the bottom of the sea. Read
again and again and again and again and again the Gospel of Matthew 18:6-7.
Don’t you know that the earth and also the sun and also all planets and also all the stars in
the sky and also all galaxies and also all your life, all you know actually belong to your
Father in Heaven? How dare you do something without asking permission to your Father in
heaven? Don’t you know that each time you breath, and also your breath, are given by your
Father in heaven? And do you know where is the end of the Universe? Do you present when
your Father create the Universe? Don’t you know that that is forbidden to know too much
about early creation time, and how dare you put your theory on first few minutes when the
Universe is created? Don’t you know that all cosmologists were born after eighteenth
century, and how dare you speak improperly about cosmology without ask for permission
first to your Father in Heaven? Actually your Father in heaven really really love you, and
that is why: God allow you to learn something about botany, zoology, earth science,
astronomy, and astrophysics. Read again and again and again and again and again the book
of Genesis chapter 1 and 2. How many years have you spent to learn cosmology, and do you
find something really really important, don’t you know that wheeler-DeWitt equation do
not explain anything at all in terms of observation?(e) And that is the characteristics of
scientists who are degrading to be descendant of the old serpent: they often talk talk talk
talk talk and do nothing in their life, and they put so many equations in written paper but
no prediction at all in terms of observation, that is the meaning of rejecting reality. And all
of you who practice that method of writing so many papers without regard to observation,
all of you actually reject reality on purpose. And that is also the character of cosmology
theorists: they do not want to worship and say thanks to your Father in heaven.
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Some people ask to your Father in heaven to explain a guiding principle to learn properly
cosmology. That is the guiding principle to learn cosmology: Read again and again and
again and again and again the book of Job 42:3, as quoted as follows:
‘Who is he that hideth counsel without knowledge? Therefore have i uttered
that i understood not; things too wonderful for me, which i knew not.’
That is a good principle to learn cosmology, don’t you know that that is forbidden to speak
something without ask for permission to your Father in heaven. Don’t you know that
speaking meaning transmitting information, and information mean you affect entropy of
the Universe? And that is why: that is forbidden to do more work on cosmology theory,
stop that now if you do research on cosmology.
All of you are only allowed to do work for the Kingdom of Heaven. Don’t you know that now
Time is up, and Me already come again in Jerusalem. And that is why: be hurry and quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. Find a guide
to help you repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, in the URL link as follows:
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide.
Thank you, Me already help you.
Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
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Link.
(a) Jesus Christ (2010) how social darwinism ruin USA, Europe, Asia and Africa. PhD

thesis submitted to department of economics, Columbia University, USA. A preprint
of this thesis can be found in Finance and Theoretical Economics section in
http://www.vixra.org, or in http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
(b) My messenger, that is typist of this article, in one time he was asked by a professor in mathematics in
USA to write a recommendation letter in order that professor can be promoted to become a
distinguished professor. Eventually that professor then is really promoted to be a distinguished
professor, but that professor regard that recommendation letter as a hostage, in order that professor
can punish My messenger later if an order by that professor is not fulfilled. Then My messenger
refuse to write a paper on globalization because My messenger is not an economist, and then that
professor order My messenger to write another book on globalization, which intention to punish My
messenger later after that book on globalization is completed, that is that professor will say that My
messenger is not studying physics, but economics, and then in effect My messenger should be ousted
quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly exactly because that book of globalization. The meaning is:
that is a double sided dilemma in order to make a Christian student fall, that is the meaning of social
darwinism practice in academic institution: they want to oust and isolate all Christian students and
scientists completely, especially those who do not support evolution theory. At this time of writing
this article, that professor prepare a defense of thesis prepared by My messenger, exactly after that
cruel cruel professor succeed to oust My messenger from academic institution which is not in USA.
That professor is using its power and influence of its new distinguished professor to stop and
terminate academic scholarship of My messenger, and that professor teach in usa and reside in a
refugee camp in new mexico. That is even more cruel than plagiarism. That is the message: throw
away all professors and researchers and scientists who support darwin, or support dawkins, or
support evolution theory, or support intelligent design, or support social darwinism, or support
dawkinism, or practice wicker and magic, or support mengele and nazi eschelon, or work for
tavistock institute. Do not be hesitating to throw away all of those cruel cruel professors and all
scholars who support darwinism and social darwinism quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today
into the fire.
(c) tavistock institute. Quote: ‘Tavistock Institute, Tavistock House, 30 Tabernacle Street, London EC2A
4UE.’ URL: www.bilderberg.org/nwo2007.htm
(d) how tavistock institute influence people through academic institutions. Quote: ‘Today its primary
mission is to establish a global brainwashing and opinion forming network. … Dr. King was assigned
by the Club of Rome to destroy America's education by taking control of the National Teachers
Association and working in close conjunction with certain law makers and judges. Scientists engaged
in the process of conditioning are called "social engineers" or "new-science social scientists" and they
play an integral part in what we see, hear and read. The "old school" social engineers were Kurt K.
Lewin, Professor Hadley Cantril, Margaret Meade, Professor Derwin Cartwright and Professor
Lipssitt who, together with John Rawlings Reese, made up the backbone of new-science scientists at
Tavistock Institute.’ URL:
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/tavistochumanrelations.htm
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(e) Quote from Bryce DeWitt remark on wheeler’s geons book: ‘I am happy that he did not mention
wheeler-DeWitt equation,’ or something like that. My messenger do not remember that URL which
contain that comment, he read that comment by DeWitt himself sometime ago.
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n. How tavistock institute plan to ruin the world

So many years, so many years you don’t know what happen in the world, including people
who live in America, Europe, Asia and Africa. Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, already
come again in Jerusalem, and that is why: don’t worry, do not worry about anything, and be
hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world.
Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, already know what you do and what you plan to ruin
the world? That is the message for all scholars who work and support tavistock institute:
all of you will get a full glass of wrath of God.
Don’t you know that all people who are very very very very very cruel, powerful and
prosperous will be punished severely in eternity? And don’t you know that is why: all
people who work and study and do research in cooperation with tavistock institute will be
punished severely in eternity. And you should know that one should not worry to speak
about Me, Jesus Christ, and that is the meaning of repentance properly as a society. And
that is why: all of you should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, only and speak properly
about Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world.
And all of you who do not follow and do not know and do not support tavistock institute,
for you to know: that is a secret society initiated by Lord Tavistock which is also known as
duchess of bedford,(a) that is the meaning of tavistock institute: they are a group of very
very very very very elite people, more or less similar to skull and bone in America and
Germany, but they have one similar characteristic that is all of them are descendant of the
old serpent literally speaking, that is because of one of them that is Sir Francis drake(b) is
one of descendant of the old dragon. (drake equal to dragon in other language)
That is why: only a few member is allowed to perform in public and the other members are
always behind the scene of all what they are doing to intoxicate and doing mind control on
all people in all over the world.(c) For you to know: tavistock institute do not like to appear
in public newspaper because they only want to do research related to human relation and
mind control.(d) One of that institute’s founder is: sigmund freud. Don’t you know that it
always promote and advise you to forget to respect authority and your parent? That is why:
sigmund freud call that authority and parents as superego, and they tell everyone to forget
all of things related to superego, that is blasphemy because you only worship yourself, and
that is exactly the teaching of new age thinkers, and richard dawkins, and also so many
evolution thinkers and also postmodernism philosophers. That is because it never put
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respect authority and your Father in Heaven, and that is the message: sigmund freud
literally speaking is descendant of the old serpent and that is why it hate your Father in
Heaven.
And all of you who do too many blasphemy and do magic and hate your Father in heaven,
all of you will get a full glass of wrath of

God, and you will be punished severely both in

the earth and in eternity. That is why: do your best to catch them who do blasphemy and do
magic and wickery no matter if they are scholars or professors or students or other
profession, and throw away them into the fire. That is how you can remove toxic and do
your repentance properly as society. Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank
you, Me already help you.
Do not be hesitating to throw away all those cruel people who do blasphemy with other
people including so many Christian people, and also all people who do magic and wickery,
including richard dawkins itself, throw away all of them into the fire. And for you to know:
that is the punishment in order you can reduce the wrath of God. Don’t you know that if a
society do not want to remove and punish the toxic from society, that is removing and
punish severely all of those magician and wicker people from all of you, your society will
get a full glass of wrath of God. Read again and again and again and again and again The
book of Deuteronomy chapter 15.
That is the message: do not do magic and wicker and do not be hesitating to punish
severely and remove toxic from your society that is throwing all of your magicians and
wicker people among you quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today into the fire, that is
how you can do repentance as a society.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
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Link.
(a) lord tavistock or duchess of bedford. Quote: ‘tavistock is tied from late medieval times with the russells,
the family name of the earls of bedford and since 1694, the dukes of bedford. This is clearly seen from
the history of the town. The second title of the duke of bedford is the marquess of tavistock, taken as the
courtesy title of the eldest son and heir to the dukedom, and illustrates the importance of this devon
town, its hinterland and the minerals beneath it to the family's fortunes. It is believed that the russell
family retains considerable interests in the locality. Most recently, robin, the short-lived 14th duke, as
marquess of tavistock’. Quote: ‘In 1921, the duke of bedford, marquess of tavistock, the 11th duke, gave a
building to the institute to study the effect of shellshock on British soldiers who survived World War I.’
source: http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=9457.0
(b) francis drake. source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tavistock,_Devon
(c) find tavistock report by Byrne T. Weeks, M.D., source:
http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=9457.0
(d) human relation journal founded and funded by tavistock institute. Quote: ‘The Institute owns and edits
the monthly journal Human Relations (published by Plenum Press) which is now in its 48th year.’
source: http://www.tavinstitute.org/, http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=9457.0
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o. How tavistock institute create second world war

Some people think that second world war is caused by invasion by hitler’s army to poland,
and that is why: they believe that the cause of war is natural. So many years, so many years,
only a few people dare to ask whether that is indeed the cause of second world war. My
messenger actually do not learn history properly and he is not historian.
My answer is: do not rely on your own knowledge concerning actual reason and cause of
second world war.
Actually you should pray and ask to your Father in Heaven, how to read properly on history
and the cause of second world war, and He will help you to see: that is the message: seeing
is a gift by grace of God.
For you to know: there is a secret institute based on wellington house, London, where a few
scholar often discuss how they can influence government in Europe and America. Those
scholar are even more cruel than satan itself, that is because they are descendant of the old
serpent, and they organize propaganda to make people in different nation in order they will
fight each other. That is why: they call themselves tavistock institute, because they do not
do anything that is the meaning of tavi.(a) That is the message: do not spend your whole
life doing nothing, that is character of descendant of the old serpent, all of them do
blasphemy too often and then they do nothing throughout their life, and they plan to
intoxicate all the world with social darwinism.
Some people do not believe at all that there are organization who create a war as a
business. But you should know, that is exactly their business, their business is to
accumulate wealth by creating war in other country.(b) All of them are so dangerous that
God punish all of them with paralysis. For you to know: paralysis is punishment that your
Father in Heaven put to all people who are very very very very very cruel and so
dangerous.
For you to know: all of them who do not do anything in their life will be very very very very
very cruel and so dangerous, because of their paralysis. And don’t you know: that tavistock
not only organize propaganda for creating war, they also influence decision making in so
many governments in the world.(c)
And don’t you know that tavistock do not have affiliation to any university, except they
purchase a piece of land near sussex, England. That is why: they do not know the meaning
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of morality. All they do is so many blasphemy in their life until they become paralyzed. The
meaning is that you should not do blasphemy in your life. And tavistock is also responsible
for so many dark project which are intended to control people in the world, including
MKULTRA project.(d) Don’t you know that MKULTRA project are very very very very very
cruel and so dangerous, and that is the message: they want to destroy and alter psychology
of people en mass. And one of the founder of MKULTRA experiment is josef mengele. Don’t
you know that mengele survive from Nuremberg Trial and it also find a way to escape to
latin America under the help of secret project to give save haven to a large number of so
many nazi eschelon and soldiers including General gehlen. That project has code name that
is operation paperclip. (e)
That is the message: do not, I repeat, do not be hesitating to terminate and destroy all
people and building of tavistock institute, quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
That is the message: you should be hurry and quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly be
hurry to destroy all scholar and scientist who support and work for tavistock institute,
including those tavistock scholarship supported scientists who work or teach in USA. The
following are only a short list of institute and university who work and do join research
with tavistock, that is:
‘It works through many research institutes and think tanks. The principal ones in the
United States are the Stanford Research Institute, Rand Research and Development
Corporation, the Institute For Policy Studies, the Aspen Institute, the Hudson Institute, and
the Brookings Institute. Tavistock runs over 30 research institutions in the United
States.’(f)
Thank you, Me already help you. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
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Link.
(a) tavistock institute. Quote: ‘Tavistock Institute, Tavistock House, 30 Tabernacle Street London EC2A
4UE,’ URL: www.bilderberg.org/nwo2007.htm
(b) tavistock organize war. Quote: ‘from Wellington House, just in time for the hostilities that began the
horror of WWI. Wellington House methodology was at its height when Wilson was coached in how to
persuade Congress to declare war on Germany, although he had won election on the solemn promise
to keep America out of the war then raging in Europe’. source: http://educateyourself.org/cn/tavistockarticlesindex04jun04.shtml
(c) tavistock influence government. Quote: ‘These Tavistock-U.S. institutions have in many cases grown
into gargantuan monsters, penetrating every aspect of our government agencies and taking
command of all policy making. One of Tavistock's chief wreckers of our way of life was Dr. Alexander
King, a founder member of NATO and a favorite with the Committee of 300, as well as an outstanding
member of the Club of Rome.’ source:
http://theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/tavistochumanrelations.htm
(d) MKULTRA project. Quote: ‘Of the 149 subprojects under the umbrella of MKULTRA having been
identified, Project MONARCH, officially begun by the U.S. Army in the early 1960. A partial list of
other mediums used to reinforce base programming are: Pinnochio, Sleeping Beauty, Snow White,
Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin, The Little Mermaid, The Lion King, E. T., Star Wars, Ghost Busters,
Trancers II, Batman, Bewitched, Fantasy Island, Reboot, Tiny Toons, Duck Tails, The Dead Sea Scrolls
and The Tall Book of Make Believe. A few movies which depict or portray some aspect of MONARCH
programming are Hell raiser 3, Raising Cain, Labyrinth, Telefon, Johnny Mneumonic, Point of No
Return, The Lawnmower Man and Closet Land.’ source: http://www.whale.to/b/patton.html
(e) mengele survive under operation paperclip. Quote: ‘The code name for this operation was project
paperclip. One of the more prominent finds for the U.S. was German General reinhard gehlen.’ source:
(f) Quote: ‘It works through many research institutes and think tanks. The principal ones in the United
States are the Stanford Research Institute, Rand Research and Development Corporation, the
Institute For Policy Studies, the Aspen Institute, the Hudson Institute, and the Brookings Institute.
Tavistock runs over 30 research institutions in the United States.’ URL:
http://theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/tavistochumanrelations.htm
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p. Why you should not listen to anti-Christ

Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in Jerusalem. That is why: do your
best to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly.
All people in the world actually are already intoxicated by anti-Christ, that is number one
chairman of a big country, that is USA. Don’t you know that it only degrade you to become
descendant of the old serpent, that is by speaking continuously in all television channels in
America and all over the world. And don’t you know that actually he only want all of you to
worship him. Don’t you know that you should not worship other than God only. Read again
and again and again and again and again The Book of Deuteronomy 5:7-9, 6:5.
That is why: throw away and oust immediately without further questioning, that is the
number one chairman of a big country that is USA. Throw away all of his books, all of his
speech which he do not write himself, because he only read speech prepared by a number
of speech writer which happen to support social darwinism,(c) that is his wife, and also his
daughter, and also one of his minister who also keep his feet wet in foreign exchange
market, that is lawrence summers. Don’t you know that mengele support aggressively and
wholeheartedly social darwinism policy, that is why it plan to destroy the world completely
and ruin all people’s life in the world, that is mengele plan, and that is exactly what the
incumbent of number one chair of a big country that is USA, is doing right now, that is why:
you should do your best to terminate and throw it right now right now right now right now
right now into the fire. And mengele is one of the founder of mkultra experiment,(a) which
will be explained in detail as follows.
And don’t you know that everybody already become aware that there is something
different with all that useless speech. Those speeches were actually designed to alter your
personality at subconscious mind, and they call that massive brainwashing by public media.
And that is the meaning of mkultra project,(a) and they also put special effect in television
channels. That is why: you should not listen and stop to see anything that that scornful
speech, that is because: all of its speeches are controlled and monitored and supervised by
tavistock institute,(b) in order to make all people in USA fall fall fall fall and fall and you
become descendant of the old serpent. That is why: do not be hesitating to throw away the
number one chairman of a big country that is USA, including all of his family and his
minister that is lawrence summers, quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today into the
bottom of fire. That is how all of you America people can do your repentance as both
personally and as a society.
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Do your best to remove that toxic who already intoxicated all America people, and oust him
from his number one chair office without further delay. Don’t you know that he always do
blasphemy numerous times and he is also a sorcerer, that is why: he is very very very very
very cruel and dangerous, and that is why now he talk very very very very very sharp and
always against Me, Jesus Christ.
That is the message: all of you America people are literary speaking in a situation similar to
hansel and gretel story,(d) that is because all of you expect to receive a candy from your
government, that is a piece of job from economic stimulus program, but actually your
current government have another very very very very very cruel plan: that is to eat you
alive, literally speaking. That is the message: he is not doing his job as a number one
chairman of a big country that is USA, but he only do whatever he like in his number one
chair position. And then he plan to siphon much more money than the first package of
economic stimulus last year, that is very very very very very cruel. And he also plan after he
succeeded to siphon all mammon from America economic system then he will escape to a
marine city that is a large floating ship which is larger than that of a city. And then he will
send another series of dramatic and horrible monster that is a number of t-rex and
dinosaur in each of major city in America, Europe, and Asia, and Africa, and Australia, and
he will start to release quite soon in a capital city in India. That is the meaning of the
mengele plan: they want to make a large large termination camp that is your country. That
is why: be hurry be hurry to take actions quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly and
immediately to oust and terminate a number one chairman of a big country that is USA.
That is how you can save people in America from literally speaking to be hostage by a
monster. And they call the tanker which carry that container which include dinosaur breed
as Happy Giant. Happy Giant has been renamed numerous times, for example jahre viking
and then knock nevis and now its name is: Mont. Now Mont is at alang shipbreaker, gujarat,
india, because it should broken into pieces, but before that those cruel cruel cruel cruel
cruel will use that once largest supertanker in the world as a breeding plant for dinosaur
and t-rex. Nowaday, the supertanker remain empty, but the dinosaur breed is on the way to
alang from otago coastal harbour, and the name of the carrier ship is: maersk denton.(e)
Find a proof that maersk denton do shipment at otago harbour at 30 january 2010, and
they do not depart yet. That is why: do take actions quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly
to ruin and destroy that carrier tanker until last pieces. Do that right now until last pieces.
Click at http://www.shipspotting.com and find for otago harbour, and you will find a photo
of shipment of otago harbour for maersk denton at 30 january 2010. And do you know who
do that breeding of dinosaur and t-rex? That is a race horse breeder which decide to
maximise their utility by breeding other animal, that is bloomsbury stud and bloodstock
ltd., which once is owned by lord tavistock.(f) And lord tavistock is a founder of tavistock
institute, so you find there is connection between tavistock institute and the mengele plan.
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And mengele is now hidden in a building of tavistock institute, but it is already punished by
your Father in Heaven. But do your best to ruin and destroy bloomsbury stud in new
zealand and also tanker maersk denton at otago harbour quickly quickly quickly quickly
quickly today before they complete their cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel plan to terminate all
people in the world. Do that now!
That is the article for today. Me already help you.

Love, Jesus Christ

Note: this article is written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ. And Me allow My messenger to
type this article and send to your newspaper in order you can tell all people in America that
they should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, only.

URL:
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
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Link:
(a) mkultra project is also part of tavistock project in order to destroy the world. quote: ‘Of the 149
subprojects under the umbrella of MKULTRA having been identified, Project MONARCH, officially
begun by the U.S. Army in the early 1960. A partial list of other mediums used to reinforce base
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programming are: Pinnochio, Sleeping Beauty, Snow White, Beauty and the Beast.’ source:
http://www.whale.to/b/patton.html
(b) tavistock institute. quote: ‘Up to that time, Tavistock had successfully retained its secretive role in
shaping the affairs of the United States, its government and its people since its early beginning in
London, in 1913 at Wellington House. Previously, Wellington House board members Rothmere,
Northcliffe, Lippmann .’ source: http://educate-yourself.org/cn/tavistockarticlesindex04jun04.shtml
(c) social darwinism and mengele plan. quote: ‘From his youthful encounter with their distorted ideals,
to his old age, a weary and broken exile, mengele would continue to feel a personal allegiance to the
social darwinists. At the university, the question of the "biological quality of mankind" may have been
esoteric to most of mengele's classmates. But for him, it was apparently a clarion call. "social
darwinism" is, of course, simply the politically correct way of saying "applied darwinism."’. source:
http://www.ebionews.com/news-center/general-research/evolution/13251-dr-josef-mengeleangel-of-death-and-qdevotee-of-darwinq.html
(d) URL: http://www.answers.com/topic/hansel-and-gretel
(e) maersk denton is at auckland and otago museum from beginning of January 2010. URL:
http://www.shipspotting.com/search.php?query=maersk+denton&action=results
(f) Quote: 'It comes as no surprise that Group One Mudgeway Partsworld winner tavistock (MontjeuUpstage) was bred by bloomsbury stud, established in new zealand in the 1990’s by the then lord
tavistock who, before his death in 2003, became Robin the Duke Of Bedford'. source:
http://www.nzthoroughbred.co.nz/Latest-News.aspx
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q. How you can delay invasion of nephilim

Some of you already think that the End of Day is already postponed. But actually, your
Father in Heaven love all of you so much, and that is why He bless you already with an
extended time of Final Harvest. Read again and again and again and again and again Joel
2:28-29. Actually you should know that Time is up now, but some of you need more time to
do your repentance properly, that is why you need more time to remove toxic of the old
serpent inside you. Don’t you know that repentance require hardwork and time?
Now you should know that time is not enough for doing anything, except to do many many
work for the Kingdom of Heaven, otherwise you will not find a place for you in the Kingdom
of heaven. Actually all regions in earth is only territory of the Kingdom of heaven. And that
is why: you should only worship God only. Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, is the
Judge in the Final Judgement Day. Read again and again and again Matthew 16:27.
You should know that nephilim already leave the earth because My messenger already
discover their plan to destroy the world completely. But they now plan again to return to
the earth soon. That is why all of you should pray and ask to God to help you. Don’t you
know that nephilim is a generation of vipers which are heartless and very very very very
very cruel? They are akin of soldiers of fortune, and will spare no one if they come back to
earth. Actually jules verne’s short story of attack of strange creature from outer space is not
just a story, that is a vision, but jules verne did not admit that he obtained a vision as a gift
by grace of God.
The problem of possible attack of nephilim from outer space actually is already known by
Roosevelt and harry truman, that is why: he assigned a team of influential people to deal
with nephilim.(a) And the result is an agreement between Eisenhower and one of that
nephilim group, that those nephilim will not attack the world provided their cruel plan is
not opened in public.(b) Those nephilim is fallen angels of the old serpent, and that they
have will and intent to completely destroy the earth along with all of inhabitants in earth.
The agreement is categorized as classified and top secret, that is that nephilim is allowed to
do so many experiments with human being, actually they want to do experiment with
human species in order to create a hybrid of human and nephilim. That kind of experiment
is forbidden by your Father in heaven. Read again and again and again and again and again
the book of Genesis 6:4.
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Actually there are growing concern on this problem of appearance of outer space visitors in
USA, from 1942 and up to now. There are numerous classified reports, even by a number of
scientists, for example report by oppenheimer and einstein.(c)
And you should know that nephilim has plenty of cloning soldiers, because they already
prepare a numerous number of underground bases in nevada, new york, and denver and
other regions in USA, including california.(d) And that is why: you should not
underestimate the scope and extensiveness of the plan of nephilim to destroy the earth.
Some of them work together with nazi eschelon who find a save haven in America, but
actually they already work out other underground bases in a number of places including in
Europe, Asia, Antartica, and Artic under numerous caves. That is why: you should know
that their plan is very very very very very cruel, that is that nobody is allowed to work and
alive unless you worship the beast, that is mengele and baba, because they are the
followers of the old serpent, that is leviathan itself. Read again and again and again and
again and again Genesis 6:4, the book of Revelation 13:12-17. That is very very very very
very cruel, and against God’s Will in your life.
That is why: give yourself to be saved, o generation of vipers. Don’t you know that your
Father in heaven really really love you and He already wait for you to save you and help
you. Read again and again and again and again and again Luke 3:7.
Don’t you know that actually harry truman only think that America cannot win out at all
against the nephilim, because they have technology years years more advanced than
America’s technology at that time of pact of peace with nephilim. That is why government
of America for more than five decades allow nephilim to use and build so many
underground bases right below the surface of the cities of USA. The purpose is that
nephilim can always find a way to abduct some people for their experiments, and after that
they will spare no life of their abductees. And that is why: you should not spare all of
nephilim that you find in underground military bases in USA. And nephilim with all of their
motherships will come again very very very very very soon, because your Father in heaven,
because you do not repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. That is the message: be hurry be
very very very very very hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the
world. Read again and again and again and again and again Joel 2:28-29.
That is the message: you can postpone their coming if a significant number of people in the
earth repent and do their repentance properly both as a person and as a society. And that is
how you can postpone attack of nephilim to the earth. Otherwise you do not know how to
defense properly. Do not ask harry truman, do not ask cia, do not watch television to get
answer. Don’t you know that all of those cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel nazi eschelon who
already find save haven in America now already find a way to transmit certain signal
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through television and dvd in order to intoxicate your mind? That is the meaning of
mkultra experiments.(e)
Actually mkultra experiments are already stopped and banned in USA, but recently some
cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel people approve that cruel cruel to be put into effect again, in
order to control America people’s mind. That is one of cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel decision
of the incumbent of number one chairman in a big country, that is America. That is why,
some of you are already intoxicated severely because you spend so many time to see movie
with dvd player. Other people spend so many time playing games with xbox and atari’s ps2.
That is also intoxication your mind. Don’t you know that that is blasphemy to intoxicate
your mind with numerous fake stories. Read again and again and again and again and again
the epistle to Timothy I:4.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://message.diigo.com/user/guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus

Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent

And do not be hesitating to copy and distribute as maximum as you can, the guide to help people to repent
and do their repentance properly. Tell all of them to speak about Me, Jesus

Christ.

visit My messenger read My message in http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia

URL:
(a) harry truman letter. Quote: ‘1947: If the secret committee known as the Majestic 12 ever really
existed, this is the day that the group was allegedly created by a memorandum from President Harry
Truman. If real, this shadowy coven of scientists, military brass and government officials came
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together in response to the Army's recovery of an alien spacecraft that crashed on a ranch near
Roswell, New Mexico, in July 1947. Their purpose: to investigate the circumstances surrounding the
Roswell incident and to maintain vigilance against further alien incursions. Among the names who
appear as original members of MJ-12: Rear Adm. Roscoe Hillenkoetter, first director of the CIA; Dr.
Vannevar Bush, who headed the wartime Office of Scientific Research and Development; and James
Forrestal, secretary of defense.’ source:
http://www.wired.com/science/discoveries/news/2007/09/dayintech_0924
(b) the agreement is known as Greada treaty. Quote: '"The Greada Treaty stated that the aliens would
not interfere in our affairs and we would not interfere in theirs. We would keep their presence on
earth a secret. They would furnish us with advanced technology and would help us in our
technological development. They would not make any Greada Treaty with any other Earth nation.
They could abduct humans on a limited and periodic basis for the purpose of medical examination
and monitoring of our development; with the stipulation that the humans would not be harmed,
would be returned to their point of abduction, would have no memory of the event, and that the alien
nation would furnish Majesty Twelve with a list of all human contacts and abductees on a regularly
scheduled basis. ' source: http://www.abidemiracles.com/56789.htm
(c) Oppenheimer and Einstein report. Quote: ‘This six-page document titled, "Relationships with
Inhabitants of Celestial Bodies", is the first document to use the phrase Extraterrestrial Biological
Entities, or EBEs. It says the presence of unidentified spacecraft is accepted as de facto by the military
- and this is dated June 1947. It deals with the subjects that you would expect competent scientists to
deal with - i.e., where do they come from, what does the law say about it, what should we do in the
event of colonization and/or integration of peoples, and why are they here?’ source:
http://www.majesticdocuments.com/pdf/oppenheimer_einstein.pdf
(d) underground bases. source: http://www.crowdedskies.com/files/down/cog.html
(e) mkultra. source: http://www.whale.to/b/levenda.html
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r. How you can be sure that nephilim are there

How can you be sure that nephilim are there? Some people ask that question at time of
writing this article. Don’t you know that we should only believe in the Bible? And don’t you
know you should not worry at all about anything? Actually you should only fear to God
only. Read again and again and again and again Matthew 11:26-27 and Matthew 10:28.
That is God’s Will in your life. But you should do something in your life in order you can
make fruits and be fruitful in your life. That is the principle of living according to the
teaching of Jesus Christ.
Some of you worship other than your Father in Heaven. You should not do that, and you
should know that all people who do blasphemy and worship statues, or worship human
being, or worship gods, or worship tree, or worship a stone, or worship another thing made
from wooden or copper or stone or gold or silver, all people who do that blasphemy will
not be part of the Kingdom of Heaven. Read again and again and again and again and again
the book of Revelation 22:15, and also Isaiah 44:11-20.
One thing you should know: that nephilim is actually one of descendant of Adam, but they
do so many blasphemy, and God remove them from earth, but they already find a way to
return back to earth after so many years they cannot come back to earth after the big flood.
Read again and again and again and again and again the book of Genesis 6:4.
And then there are very very very very very cruel people who really really really want to
destroy the entire world, and then they crafted a special device to invite back those
nephilim from the outer space. And they are really really really cruel and doing so many
blasphemy: they are nazi eschelons who worship black sun, and sometimes they are called
new knights of templar.(a)
For you to know: they invite back those nephilim around 1941, and that is the message:
they were given three and half year to do whatever they want in earth, and then they were
defeated, but not defeated completely. And that is the meaning: they were almost die but
some of them survive,(b) and then nowaday they already work on numerous underground
bases for more than sixty years, in order to reign again with even more cruel plan, that is:
the fourth reicht. Don’t you know that the fourth reicht is actually behind hitler
administration?(c) And don’t you know that they are a few very very very very very
prosperous and powerful family? That is the character of dragon family: all of them are
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very very very very very prosperous, powerful, and very very very very very cruel. They
are called dragon court, and they are descendant of the old dragon itself.(d)
And that is why: all of them want you to die sooner sooner, because all they want is to
survive alone, and that is another character of dragon family: they only do whatever they
want to do in their life, and they are very very very very very advanced to make trap in
order other people fall, and they are also very very very very very advanced to make war.
That is because the old dragon like to see people in all nations to make a war and terminate
each other. Don’t you know that the old dragon only want to ruin all the good things that
your Father in Heaven, including ruining yourself. Read again and again and again and
again and again Matthew 12:33-37, Matthew 25:25-27. Sometimes they pretend to look like
a good friend or even a brother, but they put so many trap behind your back and then do so
many badmouth against you, and then they will be so happy to see you fall fall fall fall and
fall forever. That is the message: do not worship dragon, and terminate all dragons quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
And you should know: that the old dragon already intoxicate all tribes and nations in all
corners of the world. Read again and again and again and again and again the book of
Revelation 20:2-3. Don’t you know that all people in india and china worship buddha, and
buddha worship the old dragon itself, because buddha only want you to worship itself. That
is the message: you should only worship your Father in heaven only, and do not worship a
human being who ask you to worship it, or statue or image of it, that is blasphemy. And
buddha create so many confusing terminology and so many sutra in order you fall fall fall
fall and fall, that is the character of the old dragon: it want you to worship it, and then it will
give you prosperity, and then you will call that confusius way of life. Don’t you know
another character of the old dragon: that is they really want to teach you, but only to teach
so many false teaching and punish you exactly for doing what they teach you to study. That
is the meaning of false prophet, including so many prosperity theology preachers, they only
worship prosperity, that is why: throw away all buddha preachers and all prosperity
theology preachers into the bottom of the sea quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
No more discussion, don’t worry about anything, and don’t even talk their name again, and
do not even talk or sit with them, and do not think that they are good men, that is also
blasphemy. Read again and again and again and again Psalm chapter 1. Don’t you know that
they want you to receive them in your heart, that is when you think or talk about them and
say that they are good men, and then you do not worship your Father in heaven at all. Read
again and again and again and again and again Matthew 6:24.
Don’t you know that you should not receive any other human being except God only. Read
again and again and again and again and again Deuteronomy 6:5, and Deuteronomy 5:7-9.
That is why: beware of all preachers who want you to think that they are good men, and
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that is why they deserve to teach you something, all of them only teach you human
teaching. Do not be mistaken those false teachers as if they are preachers in the Church of
Jesus Christ who always teach you to repent and believe to Jesus Christ, even if they look
like similar with good shepherds in the name of Jesus Christ. Beware of all teachers and
trainers who boast themselves and what they can do, including singing and other kind of
magic, but do not speak about Me, Jesus Christ. Read again and again and again and again
and again the book of Revelation 13:11-14.
Don’t you know that all people who boast themselves as good men actually do blasphemy,
because they make your attention to God to be distracted. And that is exactly the meaning
of false prophets, they really really want you to be distracted and do not worship and do
not love God at all. To be specific: all Jehovah witness preachers and all of their followers,
all mormon preachers and all of their followers, and other false sects, all of them are false
teachers. Throw away all of them into the bottom of the sea quickly quickly quickly quickly
quickly today. Read again and again and again and again and again Matthew 18:6-7.
And concerning nephilim, you should know that they already come again since 1941, and
actually their spaceships are already observed by numerous people especially in America,
because they really really want to destroy America. Don’t you know that your Father in
heaven love America, and He really really take care of all of you American people? That is
why: you should not worship dragon or mammon anymore, that is blasphemy.
And don’t you know that a number of Army generals already reported the adversity of the
problem caused by those visitors from outer space, and that all of those outer space
visitors, actually they have intent and will to destroy the world once again, because they
hate human being. Yes, all of nephilim are descendant of cain, and that is why they are
called anunaki, because anunaki mean son of cain. And don’t you know, We tell you this to
you, not in order you to worship anunaki or cain or nephilim or alien, that is blasphemy.
And you should know: they are nothing, because all of them already did so many
blasphemy in their life, until they degraded to become animal, that is reptile, and so many
type of reptile, because they did so many kind of sins and blasphemy without guilty feeling
at all. That is the message: all of you who already did so many blasphemy without guilty
feeling at all actually already forget to love God at all, and then you are already altered to
become animal, that is the meaning of descendant of the old serpent. Read again and again
and again and again and again Luke 3:7.
Actually you should not do blasphemy at all, and the punishment is severe for all of you
who do blasphemy, but your Father in heaven really really really love you that is why He
allow you to do one or two mistakes in your life, but don’t you know each time you do
blasphemy you will hate your Father in heaven even more. That is why: all of you who do
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blasphemy over and over and over again will not have part of the Kingdom of heaven. Read
again and again and again and again and again the book of Revelation 22:11, 22:15.
And don’t you know that Douglas MacArthur already lamented the possible adversity
caused by the coming attack of those nephilim:
‘While General Douglas MacArthur didn't directly mention any government
Treaty with ETs, he gave a famous warning in October 1955 suggesting that
some ET presence existed that threatened human sovereignty:
"You now face a new world, a world of change. We speak in strange terms, of
harnessing the cosmic energy, of ultimate conflict between a united human
race and the sinister forces of some other planetary galaxy. . . . The nations of
the world will have to unite, for the next war will be an interplanetary war.
The nations of the earth must someday make a common front against attack
by people from other planets."'’(e)
That is why: be hurry be quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, all over the world. Don’t you know that your Father in Heaven
really really love you.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
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petition online: http://www.takepart.com/actions/stop-social-darwinism-policy-ineurope-usa-asia-and-africa/51403
sign petition: http://www.care2.com/guidetorepent

Link.
(a) URL: http://www.whale.to/b/levenda.html
(b) The book of Revelation 13:3-4, 13:18.
(c) Quote: ‘John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil. They personally brokered the partnership between
Standard Oil and I.G. Farben chemical corporation. I.G.Farben not only produced gasoline for the
Nazi war machine, it manufactured "Zyklon B"’. URL:
http://www.voxfux.com/features/knightsofmalta.html
(d) dragon court. URL: http://www.bilderberg.org/skulbone.htm
(e) URL: http://www.abidemiracles.com/56789.htm
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s. How you can know fourth reicht

Some people think that second world war is over around six decades ago. But actually
second world war is only put into refrigerator for a while. The meaning is that: general
donitz only continue hitler’s plan, but he know he cannot find support anymore, that is
why: he plan to find fake documents for all Germany eschelons and also for all east wing
soldiers who survive, in order they can find save haven in other country including brazil
and argentina.(a) And they also manage to get a treaty signed by nephilim from outer
space,(b) in order nazi soldiers can find another job in other country.
Don’t you know that that those very very very very very cruel people who invite back
nephilim to come to earth and destroy earth again? That is because they worship black sun,
that saturn or satan itself. Yes, they worship black sun because all of them are part of thulle
society.(c) And that is why: you should know that time is not enough to do anything, except
to do your best for Kingdom of Heaven. For you to know: thulle society is very very very
very very dark cult in earth, and they are part of dragon court,(d) and they are also
connected to knights of templar, that is why those nazi eschelons are sometimes referred to
as new knights of templar.(e)
Now for you to know: nazi order in Germany is called third reicht, by their own leader.
Actually hitler administration is supported by a number of bankers in America, including a
number of large oil corporation. That is why: auschwitz lab were saved from allied
bombing in 1945 because they already do some experiments for rockefeller standard oil.(f)
And that is why: you should not worship a human, including rockefeller. That is the
message: actually the bankers and a number of large corporation which support third
reicht are even more powerful, prosperous, and cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel. That is why:
they are becoming even more prosperous after second world war completed, because after
that second world war, Europe require financing for rebuilding all facilities, and then the
few bankers who create and finance hitler administration now come again but as a savior.
That is ever more very very very very very cruel. And that is the meaning of fourth
reicht(h): they are a number of large corporation with a few number of very very very very
very prosperous and powerful people who can influence and alter the direction of history
by creating and managing so many war in other country, and then they will come as a
savior and offer a huge loan and they call that as a indication of good will and friendship.
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There is a simple experiment that you can do in order you can be sure that is really really
really very very very very very cruel way to ruin the world and then re-building out from
ruin that they already destroy. That is the principle they use to promote their cruel cruel
way: creation by destruction, and then they will come with another plan, that is bail out.
For you to know, that is only those bankers who only want to maximize their utility, and
then they destroy other country first, in order those victims will require help and then they
will be slave and that is the plan: to make all people to be slave of the old dragon, otherwise
they will not be able survive anymore. Read again and again and again and again and again
the book of Revelation 13:17, 14:15-19. That is the simple experiment that you can do: type
the following words with all small letters in MS Office Word, that is potsdam, auschwitz,
donitz, rockefeller, himmler, and you will find automatically changing the first letter of
those words to become capital letter. Those cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel people will find
argument that this automatically changing of first letter of these words are only caused by
typing name, but you can verify with other city in Germany, for example berlin and munich,
and you do not find the same effect of automatically changing first letter of these words.
The message is: they want you to put and respect them as if they are big name, and that is
blasphemy.
Don’t you know that actually their grand plan is to reign the world completely, that is why
they want to remove all barriers of trading, all nation governments, and also all economy
borders. That is why they are called new world order.(g) Actually that is blasphemy,
because only your Father in Heaven can take care the whole world. He allow government to
take care a nation, but to control the whole world is blasphemy and forbidden. The plan to
control the whole world is a character of the old serpent, and that is why nephilim also plan
to control the world, in order to make all people in the world as slave of nephilim and new
world government. That is why you should do your best to oust and destroy fourth reicht
completely quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
Don’t worry, do not worry about anything, just repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all
corners of the world. Don’t you know that those people actually are only descendant of the
old serpent, that is why: you should not worry of them, instead you should work as
maximum as you can for the Kingdom of Heaven. That is why: you should not worship or
praise human, that is blasphemy.
Now you already know the method of fourth reicht in order they can be even more
prosperous and powerful and all of you will be slave of them without you know what
happen in your life. All of these is character of descendant of the old serpent: all of them are
prosperous, powerful, and very very very very very cruel. And they always blame other
people after they destroy so many poor people’s life.
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Thank you, Me already help you. This article is written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ, and
Me allow My messenger to type this article in order you to repent and receive Me, Jesus
Christ.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
petition online: http://www.takepart.com/actions/stop-social-darwinism-policy-ineurope-usa-asia-and-africa/51403
sign petition: http://www.care2.com/guidetorepent

Link.
(a) admiral donitz’s strategy. Quote: ‘The “strategy” of Hitler’s successor, Dönitz, was one of capitulation
and of saving as many as possible of the westward-fleeing civilians and of his German troops from
Soviet hands. During the interval of surrender, 1,800,000 German troops (55 percent of the Army of
the East) were transferred into the British–U.S. area of control.’ source:
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/648813/World-War-II/53600/The-German-collapsespring-1945
(b) URL: http://www.abidemiracles.com/56789.htm
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(c) thulle society. Quote: ‘The term black sun (German schwarze sonne), also referred to as the sonnenrad
(the German for "sun wheel"), is a symbol of esoteric or occult significance, notable for its usage in
nazi mysticism.’. URL: http://scienceofyeshua.yolasite.com/the-black-sun.php
(d) dragon court. URL: http://www.bilderberg.org/skulbone.htm
(e) URL: http://www.whale.to/b/levenda.html
(f) Quote: ‘John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil. They personally brokered the partnership between
Standard Oil and I.G. Farben chemical corporation. I.G.Farben not only produced gasoline for the
Nazi war machine, it manufactured "Zyklon B"’. URL:
http://www.voxfux.com/features/knightsofmalta.html
(g) Quote: ‘The U.S. is leading the way in getting the nations of the world to unite without borders by way
of free trade, massive immigration both legal and illegal and trying to convince all other nations to
join in on the fight to save the planet from Global Warming. NAFTA opened the doors to eliminating
borders by opening up trade between willing countries and creating a more global economy rather
than economies separated by countries.’ source: http://www.ufodigest.com/news/1209/roswellagreement2.php
(h) fourth reicht. Quote: ‘To predict the imminent rise of the Fourth Reich may seem radical to readers
who do not know about the Bush role in funding/directing the Nazi's genocidal program and the
revival of eugenics projects through the alliance of wealthy families that was forged in the first half of
the century. The close ties between the Bush family and other eugenically-obsessed elites remained
strong and George H.W. Bush (Skull & Bones, 1948) picked up where his father left off with the added
daunting task of making the dirty work of eugenics once again look respectable in America.’ source:
http://watch.pair.com/reich.html
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t. How you can learn properly the Bible

Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in Jerusalem. And that is why:
be hurry be hurry and quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly be hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ.
Some people pray to God to teach how to learn properly the Bible. You should know
that you should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly,
and that is the meaning of doing repentance properly: that is you should be
compassionate and be merciful. Read again and again and again and again and again the
Gospel of Matthew 9:9-13.
That is the message of the Bible: for God so love the world, that He give His only
Beloved Son, in order that all people who believe to His Son, will not perish, but they
will have everlasting life. Read again and again and again and again and again the
Gospel of John 3:16.
And you should also know: that you should love God only, with all your heart, with all
your mind, and with all your soul. That is the principle of all teaching in all books in the
Bible. And you should also love and take care each other, that is the meaning of be
compassionate and be merciful. Read again and again and again and again and again
The book of Deuteronomy 5:7-9, 6:5, and read also the Gospel of John chapter 15.
Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, Me already help you. Love, Jesus
Christ

That is the message: be hurry be quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly hurry to repent
and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
URL:
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
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http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
follow Us only at http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/guidetorepent
And do not be hesitating to copy and distribute as maximum as you can, the guide to help people to repent
and do their repentance properly in the URL esnips above.

Tell all of them to speak about Me,

Jesus Christ.

visit My messenger read My message in http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
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u. On the descent of human species

Some people think, that human being are descendant of an ape, they call that
pithecanthropus. And they find numerous discovery to support their argument, that is:
there are missing link between an ape and pithecanthropus. Other people, especially
traditional people, always worry of another power which can cause problems in their life,
and that is why they begin to give offering in order those power to not punish them.
For you to know: there are no such other power, only God can punish you. But numerous
people have learnt another knowledge which is forbidden, what is called in the Bible as
forbidden knowledge. Read again and again and again and again and again Genesis chapter
3. That forbidden knowledge is: magick. And that is pure blasphemy, because if you learn
that, then you will think that you will know more than God Himself. And so many people,
including numerous scientists in Great Britain, in China, in Southeast Asia, Australia, and
Russia, practice that magic. And that would mean they are cursed forever, because their
magic always teach them to obtain supernatural power more than normal human being.
And that would mean: all people who practice magic actually become descendant of the old
serpent. That is the old serpent who do blasphemy first and then it was ousted from
Heaven, and it fall to earth. Read again and again and again and again and again the book of
Revelation 20:2. And the old serpent is called in other text in the Bible as leviathan. Read
again and again and again and again Isaiah 27:1. That animal is very strong, that is why
they worship themselves, and they do blasphemy over and over again. And that is the
character of the descendant of the old serpent: they do magick and they do blasphemy over
and over and over again, and all of them hate your Father in Heaven. And they do false
preaching in order to cause so many nations fall into blasphemy. Read again and again and
again and again and again the book of Revelation 20:3.
Don’t you know that leviathan has latin term? That is: plesiosaur.(a) That is why: throw
away all magic books, and evolution books including all darwin books, and also terminate
and destroy otago museum,(b) especially destroy plesiosaur fossil in otago museum and all
dinosaur eggs and all reptile in a jungle nearby otago museum, because all of them worship
plesiosaur and darwin. They love darwin so much and they already manage to breed
monsters: that is dinosaur and numerous other reptiles. Don’t you know that they plan to
release those monsters this year, in order to eliminate human species? That is because they
worship darwin and natural selection. That is very very very very very cruel plan, and pure
blasphemy, because they already extinct monsters, they are actually nephilim. Don’t you
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know that nephilim are actually hybrid between human and the fallen angel?(c) That is
blasphemy: because they call it a genetic experiment, actually that is the mengele plan to
destroy the world, unless people worship the beast, that is himself. That is the plan:
mengele will make all of you people as hostage, and you will be terminated if you do not
worship mengele. That is why: do not be hesitating to terminate and destroy mengele and
the entire otago museum quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly right now!
You should know that mengele remain alive, and it is so dangerous, because it pull out so
much money from other project, that is FutureGen which is intended to create new
technology for clean energy from coal, but actually the plan is to siphon so much money for
its genetic experiment in numerous underground bases in America.(d) Actually mengele
survive in Latin America and manage to alter its name in order to return to America, its
name is Dr. Gregor Gregor.(e) That man is very dangerous and very very very very very
sadistic, it is already known for mysterious massacre in texas, but it escape again because it
can do magic. That is why: now it escape again to new zealand and manage to make so
much money from breeding dinosaur. That is otago museum who buy numerous eggs of
dinosaur, literally speaking. You should stop mengele’s cruel cruel breeding plant, that is
very very cruel because mengele put the breed into human being. That is unimaginable
plan for some of you, but mengele is very very very very very cruel, that is why your Father
in heaven is very very very upset to all of you people in the world, because all of you now
worship darwin and social darwinism. Don’t you know that social darwinism is exactly the
red dragon referred to in the Bible, in the book of Revelation 12:3? That is the mengele
plan: the plan is to make human being completely extinct, literally speaking, either by
natural disasters, or artificially created famine because of financial turmoil, or by monster
that is dinosaur which now is already born. The plan is so cruel: that is why you should do
your best, including search and destroy all, I repeat, all ancient reptiles around the tropical
jungle beside otago museum, new zealand. And be hurry, be hurry, because they are
already mastering the breeding technology. And you should know that mengele is hiding
somewhere in the jungle beside otago museum, before it return again to Germany, exactly
at i.g. farben lab near auschwitz camp in second world war.
That is why: the sons of God who practice magic and degraded to become descendant of the
old serpent, become something else, that is something you do not know, they are called
nephilim or naphil. Because they always want to do blasphemy in their life. And that is the
meaning of Genesis 6:4.
And that is why: people who always do blasphemy and do many many sins in their life
without they repent and do their repentance properly, they are literally speaking
descendant of the old serpent. Read again and again and again and again and again Luke
3:7, Matthew 23:33. All of you actually belong to the same descendant of the old serpent,
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because all of you are already intoxicated by the old serpent, that is the old dragon. That is
why: you should be hurry, and quickly quickly be hurry to repent, o generation of vipers.
All of you are generation of vipers, unless you repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
That is all of you already committed too many sins in your life, and you think you can
escape from the wrath of God? Who say that you can escape from the wrath of God which is
going to destroy you forever?
You should know that even if you do not do magic yourself, you can always find someone in
grand parents or grand grand parents who do magic long long time before you were born
on something which they cannot solve themselves, and they look for other power to help
them, actually only old serpent who act as if they can help. But the problem is: if you do
magic, the curse remain at your family forever until the seventh generation. The meaning is
that all of you are already intoxicated by the old serpent. Read again and again and again
and again and again the book of Exodus 20:5, the book of Deuteronomy 5:9.
That is why: you should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance
properly, and that is why you should not do any more sins in your life. Don’t you know that
now Time is up, and today is the Final Judgement Day. That is why: be hurry and quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly be hurry to repent and do your repentance properly. And do
not do that magic again, don’t you know that magic will make you hate your Father in
heaven. And you also will hate all Christian people, because they do not do magic at all?
Read again and again and again Psalm 1:5. And you should know that there is no place for
all people who do blasphemy and magic, read again and again and again and again and
again the book of Revelation 22:15.
And you should know, the descent of human species is actually not an ape, but you are
created according to image of your Father in heaven.
And that is why: you should repent and do your repentance properly and receive Me, Jesus
Christ, and then your Father in heaven will bless you with something: that is Holy Spirit
poured to you, that is the meaning of the Final Harvest. Read again and again and again and
again Joel 2:28-29.
You should know that My messenger, that is the typist of this article, only carry My
message. And that is why: do not punish him, literary speaking do not punish him.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
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http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
follow Us only at http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/guidetorepent
And do not be hesitating to copy and distribute as maximum as you can, the guide to help people to repent
and do their repentance properly in the URL esnips above. Tell all of them to speak about Me, Jesus Christ.
visit My messenger read My message in http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia

Link.
(a) plesiosaur. Quote: ‘the new plesiosaur described in the latest issue of Palaeontology: Kaiwhekea
katiki (pronounced kie-FEK-ay-uh KUH-ti-kee). There's now an official press release about it--it's
identified as a cryptoclidid but it's clearly related to Mortuneria and Aristonectes, and so may be a
member of the Cimoliasauridae as defined by O'Keefe (2001).’ ‘The plesiosaur fossil, discovered at
Shag Point in North Otago, is the first of its family (Cryptoclididae) to be found in New Zealand, and is
only the third such member to be found in the Southern Hemisphere.’ source:
http://dml.cmnh.org/2002Jun/msg00149.html. Quote: ‘Although plesiosaurs are not considered to
have direct, living descendants, they live today in the human imagination, in books, films, and even as
the source of the fabled Loch Ness Monster.' source:
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/plesiosaur
(b) otago museum. otago museum is located at dunedin, new zealand, and that is one of the largest
museum in the Commonwealth. And sometimes that museum is referred to: a living jurassic park.
Quote: 'Discover new zealand's largest fossil, the Shag Point plesiosaur - a striking sea-serpent like
creature.' http://www.otagomuseum.govt.nz/southern_land_southern_people.html
(c) nephilim. http://www.articlesbase.com/religion-articles/nephilim-as-the-bible-records835749.html. Nephilim meaning is 'fallen angels, fallen to earth'. They are fallen angels that is devil,
and they have descendants, that is leviathan or plesiosaur. One of the nephilim is goliath.
(d) futuregen. Scrapping FutureGen, quote: ‘Odessa was in the final running for the plant. It was in
competition against Jewett in East Texas and Tuscola and Mattoon in Illinois. The plant eventually
went to Mattoon.’ source: OA Online, http://www.oaoa.com/news/futuregen-13326-plantproject.html

(e) mengele. quote: ‘Walter Reed Survivor Contact New Mexico Survivor Contact, Albuqerque Milan, Italy
…meets son in Italy, using Alias Dr. Gregor Gregor’. source:
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http://my.dmci.net/~casey/JosephMengelesurvivorsightings.htm. Previously mengele hide in other
location: that is tavistock institute, London.
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v. Plesiosaur discovery and location

You should know that plesiosaur is a direct descendant from any other living creature,
because they are the old serpent, and they are descendants of nephilim.(a) Read the Bible,
there are a number of reference to leviathan, that is plesiosaur, read again and again and
again and again Isaiah 27:1.
Actually you should not know, whatever your Father in Heaven say, you should follow,
but some people ask to your Father in heaven, to explain to them the link between
plesiosaur and loch ness monster.
Today Me, Jesus Christ, explain to them what is the link. The link is already described
properly in the following URL:
'Although plesiosaurs are not considered to have direct, living descendants, they live today
in the human imagination, in books, films, and even as the source of the fabled loch ness
monster.' source: http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Plesiosaur

Some people want to argue based on his knowledge in zoology, that there is no direct
connection between plesiosaur and loch ness monster. The above link is from New World
Encyclopedia. And that is the message: throw away all darwin books, all evolution books,
all dawkins books, along with richard dawkins himself into the fire quickly quickly quickly
quickly today, because he only want all of you to worship leviathan, that is because he
worship loch ness monster. Don't you know that dawkins worship darwin, and darwin
worship loch ness monster, that is the message: they are already described in Revelation
12 and 13.
And now some people demand explanation of the location of living descendant of
plesiosaur.
Today Me, Jesus Christ, give you My gift: that is in order you can do find them, the location
of living descendant of plesiosaur is in the plesiosaur museum in otago, new zealand. The
location of living descendant of plesiosaur is Western Interior Sea, often called oceans of
kansas.(URL: http://nzdinosaurs.info/?page_id=78) And there are many forms of reptiles
there, including flying reptiles and marine reptiles. Sometimes the location is called a living
jurassic park. You should be very very cautiuos, because they are very very cruel and
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dangerous, do not go there by yourself, they can eat you alive without thinking twice, and
they can send you heart attack from a distance, that is character of the old serpent,
including a professor in mathematics who worship the old serpent and work on
neutrosophic logic. And some of the descendant of plesiosaur is in human form, and they
are very very cruel too, and mengele now live there too. Don't go there yourself, bring a
team of reptile experts. And do not be hesitating to terminate all of those descendant of
plesiosaur in oceans of kansas quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
Don't you know that plesiosaur is carnivora and they are very very very very very cruel,
and they also have other type of descendant, that is what you call as reptile and alligator.
And all of them has the same character, they walk with their stomach on the ground, and
they are carnivora and that is why they are very very very very very cruel. Another
character is that: they do not have heart and also they have big mouth.
That is the message: all of people who are descendants of the old serpent, all of them have
the same character that is they do not have heart, and that is why they are called heartless,
and they are also very very very very very cruel, carnivora because they always eat animal
and human, and all of them have the same typical character: that is big mouth.
That is the message: do not believe all scientists who always speak and boast themselves
that they are the most clever scientist in the world, that is big mouth. And do not believe
either to all politicians who are cruel cruel, and they always give speech over and over and
over again, that is big mouth and blasphemy. Don't you know that all of what you say is
recorded in Heaven.
How dare you speak over and over and over against Me, Jesus Christ.
How dare you teach other people to worship loch ness monster, that is blasphemy.
How dare you wrote the book on selfish gene, that is not what your Father in heaven teach
you.
And don't you know that you will get a full glass of wrath of God?
Actually you already know that you have no proof either to support that loch ness monster
is the most fit creature in its environment, you should know that it survive only because it
eat all around its environment. That is the message: all of you who only take all from people
around you and also from your environment, is also descendant of the old serpent. Read
again and again and again and again Luke 3:7.
And don't you know that plesiosaur is resemble a combination between a turtle and
alligator?
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And that is why: scientist often think that plesiosaur is descendant of alligator, actualy
alligator and turtle are descendant of plesiosaur. The following quote are some example of
what people believe on the descendant of alligator:
'As a group, the plesiosaurs were the largest aquatic animals of their time, and even the
smallest were about two meters (6.5 feet) long. They grew to be considerably larger than
the largest giant crocodiles, and were bigger than their successors, the mosasaurs.
However, their predecessors as rulers of the sea, the dolphin-like ichthyosaurs, are known
to have reached 23 m in length, and the modern whale shark (18 m), and especially the
blue whale (30 m) have produced considerably larger specimens.' source:
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Plesiosaur

That is the message: you should not rely on your incomplete knowledge to deduce a
conclusion, especially concerning the descendant of certain animals, and then conclude
from your deduction, that human being are descendant of an ape, actually all of you who do
not repent and do your repentance and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all of you are descendant
of something else, that is: the old serpent or called in the Bible as leviathan. Read again and
again and again and again the book of Psalm 74.
That is the message: give yourself to be saved, o all of you generation of vipers. Read again
and again and again and again Matthew 23:33, Luke 3:7. Yes, all of you who do not repent
and receive Me, Jesus Christ, are generation of vipers, that is because you are not
descendant of an ape, but descendant of the old serpent. That is why: some of you are so
twisted and your back are curled, that is character of descendant of the old serpent. And
that is because you commit too many sins and blasphemy, and you do not want to repent.
Some of you cannot repent at all, because you do not know the meaning of too late. Too late
is the proper terminology for all of you generation of vipers who do not want to repent
until today. That is why you should be prepared for the Final Judgement Day.
That is the article for today.
This article is written by Me, Jesus Christ. Me allow My messenger to type this article in
order you can repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly. The
message is: give yourself to be saved o generation of vipers, your Father in heaven is
waiting for you in order He to help you and to save you from the Evil. That is the meaning
of our Father in heaven prayer. Read again and again and again and again and again
Matthew 6:9-13. Tweet this message to all country and also all your family and all your
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friends, and distribute this message quickly quickly today. follow Us only at
http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
And do not be hesitating to copy and distribute as maximum as you can, the guide to help
people to repent and do their repentance properly. Tell all of them to speak about Me, Jesus
Christ. visit My messenger read My message in http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
and http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia

visit URL as follows:
http://message.diigo.com/user/guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/vchristianto
http://www.twitter.com/vchristianto

Endnote.
(a) Nephilim meaning is 'fallen angels, fallen to earth'. They are fallen angels that is devil, and they have
descendants, that is leviathan or plesiosaur. One of the nephilim is goliath. "There were giants [nephilim] in
the earth in those days, and afterward, when the sons of God went into the daughters of men, and they bore
children to them. They were the heroes that were of old, men of renown." -- Genesis 6:4. source:
http://bibleprobe.com/nephilim.htm
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w.

Why green job cannot be economic stimulus

Some people especially neo-keynesian economists think and advise wholeheartedly that
economic stimulus can be provided by increasing government expenditure, for example by
creating so many incredibly unimaginably outlandish green public work project which do
not help at all many people to get the job. That is not an economic stimulus at all, and that is
not even a neo-keynesian solution at all, that is a blatant full year criminal spending at
gigantic level.
Don’t you know what happen in a big country that is USA? Do you think that the current
government take care of you and they will lend their hand in order you to get your job
back? They call their plan in a number of so many different terminology, which is often very
very very very very confusing, for example: green job, minimal work, public work, and
other terms. Although that government would like to advertise their plan in order to be
approved by Senate, actually they only wrap their criminal plan to siphon so much money
and they plan to siphon more and more from America until all of you literally speaking die.
That plan is called mengele plan, and that is not neo-keynesian solution at all to already
bleeding American budget. That is why: you do not find many new job opened and
created,(b) despite your government told you that new jobs will be created automatically
once the new government spending for economic stimulus is approved by Senate. And
don’t you know that after that cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel government administration in
USA spoil all the first round of $787b for nothing,(a) now they will and they have
willingness to submit new economic stimulus plan in order to ruin and destroy American
economy completely.
Some of you will argue that that is not what is happening in America, but don’t you know
that Me, Jesus Christ, and your Father in Heaven always see everything that your cruel
cruel cruel cruel cruel government intend to do with their fake economic stimulus plan?
Yes, your government has so many economics advisers and planners, including a number of
foreign exchange traders who one of them happen to be an economic minister in your
government. Don’t you know that that is forbidden and full of conflict interest to run a
government while you are an active foreign exchange trader, including the incumbent on
the number one chair in America, who not only siphon so much money, but also plan to
escape to other country by renting a marine city, that is a ship so large in a city scale which
can float and move to many destination at his will, that is why: he do not bother to think
about taking care properly American people as other president is supposed to do. And that
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is a simple thing you can do to verify: the incumbent of number one of chair of a big country
that is USA is not even an American citizen, and he do not bother to find and apply a green
card as American citizen. You can verify yourself by googling a few minute that that is
indeed what happen with your number one chairman in a big country that is America.
Don’t you know that the incumbent of number one chair of a big country that is USA, it is
anti-Christ, that is why: it support the beast that is mengele, in order to destroy American
economy completely. That is why: all of you American people should take actions quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly to remove that cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel anti-Christ toxic
out its number one chair in a big country that is USA.
That is the message: they do not want and they do not plan at all to solve economic
problems in USA, but they intend to solve their problem themselves, that is completing
siphoning so much money more than $787b which is more than enough to create a large
number of advertising clips in television and so many short movie in order to advertise
their cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel plan. They call that method as clever political
advertisement, actually that is only public mind control programming called mkultra
project.(c)
And what do you get out of that cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel government? Literally
speaking, only a number of turtle tunnel(d) beneath a number of small road across the
town of America, and they call that as public work and green job or turtle tunnel project.(e)
Actually that is only how they figure out to justify their plan to siphon more and more
money. And they will say again something like that: ‘Now economy of America begin to run
again, thanks to so many government spending last year, and for this year we have to
approve another economic stimulus plan in order to speed up the recovery of American
economy. And you American people should agree and approve that plan because we will
prosper again.’
Don’t you know what the message of such a speech like that: the message is they only want
you to die quickly quickly because no help at all by government, and new jobs created
eventually are only by private enterprises who find other projects outside,(f) that is how
cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel plan your current government is, because they claim that jobs
created by private enterprises are the result of government spending. Some of your leading
top economists call that plan as neo-keynesian approach, but at the end of day that is not
neo-keynesian at all, because they do not care at all to American people, they only want to
maximize their utility as foreign exchange traders. Don’t you know that their problem is not
policy making, but only illegal activities that is blatant siphoning of so much money,
dressing up their book of balance budget, and creating job only as a covert of their cruel
cruel cruel cruel cruel intention, that is to siphon money and then they will escape as soon
as possible.
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And where is the other plan? For you to know: their other plan is to create more and more
turtle tunnel and other kind of fake public work with minuscule impact,(d) only to make
you feel a bit more happier, despite you remain have no job at all. Yes, they also give you
speech about many more healthcare reform, but that is all, only a day full of speech and
speech and speech. Don’t you know: why is your current government so stupid and
paralyzed and they cannot do something useful for American people? That is because they
do so many blasphemy and wicker, and they also worship statues and worship animal, that
is why they prefer to take care turtle and alligator only instead of providing proper jobs for
American people. And not only that, your government also want you to worship him and
also worship statues and animal, and do so many blasphemy until you die. And that is the
curse for all people who worship statues and animal and the beast, that is mengele plan, all
of them become very very very very very idiot, literally speaking. Read again and again and
again and again and again the book of Isaiah 44:5-17.
Don’t you know that My messenger is not an economist at all, although he read some time
ago a number of Economist magazine issues and also a number of economics research
paper, that is why: do not ask My messenger to explain why your government neokeynesian economic stimulus plan and health care reform plan and other so many promise
in order to recover America economy do not work as planned? The fault and mistakes of
your current government is not that they pick a wrong policy decision approach that is
neo-keynesian, but a more blatant mistake: that is they only want to do whatever they like
and they already siphon so much money, and further more: the incumbent of the number of
chair of a big government of USA will buy a tanker in order to carry a large amount of
jurassic reptile, and then they plan to release that jurassic reptile in each major city in
America, Europe, Asia, india and china and Africa and other countries, in order to complete
the mengele plan, that is to destroy completely all human species from all the world. That
very very very very very cruel government especially the incumbent of the number one
chair of big country that is USA already prepare its safe boat for itself and only a number of
very very very very very rich people that is only a small elite and very very very very very
prosperous people who can pay it a hefty amount of payment in terms of gold currency.
That is the message: throw away all economic advisers in your current government
including a minister who actually only spend so much money which is intended to help
people in America, and it only put all that government stimulus money in foreign exchange
market, and now they find their plan fail, that is to maximize utility by put so much money
in foreign exchange market. Throw away that cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel minister that is
lawrence summers and also all of its companions including a notorious foreign exchange
trader leader that is george soros, both of them already ruin and destroy so many foreign
countries including Great Britain, Eastern Europe, and other country including Asian
countries. Throw away lawrence summers, george soros and the incumbent of number one
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chair of a big country that is USA who only has kenyan passport, throw away all of those
cruel cruel cruel top government administration in a big country that is USA into the fire
quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today. Throw away all of those very very very very
very cruel government administration quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today before
their intention to siphon much more money from America banking system succeed.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ.

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/vchristianto

Endnote.
(a) ABCNews, stimulus funds spent, but where are the jobs?, Quote: ‘The $787 billion federal stimulus
package passed in February with a total of three Republican votes was aimed at easing the fiscal and
economic dire straits faced by the states. Five months since President Obama signed the bill into law,
several governors said the results have been mixed and that it's still too early to measure the full
effects of the stimulus. "Everybody's dealing with these miserable budget decisions and as hard as
they are, they'd be worse without the money that comes into operations," said Gov. Deval Patrick, DMass., as he pointed to the critical Medicaid and education funding that helped plug state budget
holes across the nation.' source: http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/story?id=8122651&page=1
(b) ABCNews, stimulus funds spent, but where are the jobs?, Quote: ‘The $787 billion federal stimulus
package passed in February with a total of three Republican votes was aimed at easing the fiscal and
economic dire straits faced by the states. Five months since President Obama signed the bill into law,
several governors said the results have been mixed and that it's still too early to measure the full
effects of the stimulus. "Everybody's dealing with these miserable budget decisions and as hard as
they are, they'd be worse without the money that comes into operations," said Gov. Deval Patrick, D-
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Mass., as he pointed to the critical Medicaid and education funding that helped plug state budget
holes across the nation.' source: http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/story?id=8122651&page=1
(c) mkultra project. Quote: ‘Of the 149 subprojects under the umbrella of MKULTRA having been
identified, Project MONARCH, officially begun by the U.S. Army in the early 1960.’ source:
http://www.whale.to/b/patton.html
(d) turtle tunnel. ABCNews, quote: ‘For instance, the Florida Department of Transportation wants to
spend $3.4 million in stimulus money for a turtle tunnel. That's right, $3.4 million to help turtles
cross under a highway.’ source:
http://abcnews.go.com/Business/Economy/story?id=8045022&page=1
(e) turtle tunnel project. ABCNews, new report cites wasteful stimulus spending going nowhere. Quote:
‘The 13-foot tunnel under U.S. Rte. 27 in Lake Jackson, Fla., -- you might call it the Turtle Tunnel
because it primarily designed for turtles that are frequently killed as they cross the highway -- is one
of 100 stimulus projects targeted in a report released Tuesday by Sen. Tom Coburn, R-Okla., a leading
critic of the $787 billion stimulus plan passed by Congress in February. Coburn's report, entitled "The
Stimulus: A Second Opinion," lists 100 stimulus projects the senator considers dubious. The Turtle
Tunnel project, however, seems to be moving forward. The Florida Department of Transportation
has been awarded $3.4 million to build the tunnel. Local officials defend it as necessary because somany wild animals -- including alligators’. source:
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/story?id=7852543&page=1
(f) ABCNews. quote: ‘"Even as we face tough economic times, even as we continue to lose jobs, the CEOs
here told me that they're looking to hire new people; in some cases to double or even triple in size
over the next few years," he said.’ Source:
http://abcnews.go.com/Business/story?id=7980967&page=1
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x. Why you should destroy otago museum

Don’t you know that time is not enough for doing anything, that is why: just do as many
work as possible for the Kingdom of Heaven.
That is why: do your best to destroy otago museum at dunedin, new zealand, quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
Some people think that otago museum is quite similar to other museum in this earth. But
you should know that there is a dangerous experiment held in otago museum, namely they
breed dinosaur egg, and exactly that is their plan: to make all jurassic reptile to live again.
And you should know: that your Father in Heaven do not approve all of jurassic reptile, all
of them are experimental result of nephilim. That is why: you should terminate all jurassic
reptile.
Don’t you know that time is not enough to do anything except to do as many as possible for
the Kingdom of heaven.
And you should know that plesiosaur fossil that is kept in otago museum is actually fossil of
leviathan that is: it is literally speaking the old serpent that already intoxicate and it is
destroying the world.(a) And you should know that it can intoxicate all people surrounding
it even it is already in fossil form, and it is now almost extinct except a fossil of its head, that
is why you should be hurry be hurry to destroy its remaining of its fossil.
Now you should know that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in Jerusalem. And that is
why: you should be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
Love, Jesus Christ

Link
(a) plesiosaur. Quote: ‘the new plesiosaur described in the latest issue of Palaeontology: Kaiwhekea
katiki (pronounced kie-FEK-ay-uh KUH-ti-kee). There's now an official press release about it--it's
identified as a cryptoclidid but it's clearly related to Mortuneria and Aristonectes, and so may be a
member of the Cimoliasauridae as defined by O'Keefe (2001).’ ‘The plesiosaur fossil, discovered at
Shag Point in North Otago, is the first of its family (Cryptoclididae) to be found in New Zealand, and is
only the third such member to be found in the Southern Hemisphere.’ source:
http://dml.cmnh.org/2002Jun/msg00149.html. Quote: ‘Although plesiosaurs are not considered to
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have direct, living descendants, they live today in the human imagination, in books, films, and even as
the source of the fabled Loch Ness Monster.' source:
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/plesiosaur
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y. Why you should not blame your parents

Some people think that their life is not good at all, that is why: they think they have right to
blame their parents and they begin to find a way to persecute their parents if their parents
do not give what they want. And they also plan to ruin and terminate their brothers and
their sister. They call them as troublemaker. Don’t you think that all of you who think like
that are only lazy lazy lazy lazy lazy servant in the Kingdom in Heaven. Read again and
again and again and again and again Matthew 20:11-15, and Matthew 25:24:31. And that is
the character of lazy and slothful servant of your Father in Heaven:
a. you bury your talent.
b. you do whatever you like in your life.
c. you do not care if your parents do not have anything to give either, and you ask for
more and more and more and more from your parents, otherwise you will do evil to
your parents.
d. you do not care if you already persecute your parents by ruining their family
completely.
e. you take all blessing from all people around you, including take all blessing from all
your brothers and sister.
f. you only listen to scornful people, and false teachers, and you never listen properly
to a good Christian preacher. Read again and again and again and again and again
Psalm 1chapter.
g. you think you already know what God order you to do, but you are never willing to
listen properly in sermons, neither you want to read the Bible.
h. if you allow some time to serve in your life in the Church of Jesus Christ, you do that
only as a performance in order to impress human being, that is the message: you
only want other people to praise and worship you. That is blasphemy. Read again
and again and again and again and again Matthew 23:1-6.
i.

at the end of you life you plan to bill your Father in Heaven in order you will be
forgiven for doing many things that against the law, and that plan is very very very
very very cruel. O generation of vipers, who say to you that you can escape from the
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wrath of God, read again and again and again and again and again the Gospel of Luke
3:7.
j.

and you think you deserve salvation because your parents already serve in the
Church. How dare you think like that, after you do too many sins and mistakes and
cruelty things in your life, including persecuting your parents. How dare you blame
your Father in heaven who give you family, don’t you know that you are responsible
for your life?

Don’t you think that all people who blame their parents will be cursed forever? That is
because they do not know the meaning of thank you to their parents. They think that
they have right to persecute their parents until their parents die. They think that they
have right to poison their parents slowly slowly until their parents die. And that is the
meaning of very very very very very cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel people, even if you
think you already serve in the Church as a professional servant, that is the same: you
are very very very very very cruel if you do that, especially one of you that is: a
Christian preacher who think nobody know what he did in the past that he already
terminate his parents by poisoning all of them including poisoning his brothers and
sisters. And then he escape to other city and bury all of his family in silent.
Don’t you read and hear the Ten of Commandments. Read again and again and again
and again and again the book of Deuteronomy 5:7-12. Don’t you know that Me, Jesus
Christ, already know what is your very very very very very cruel plan? How dare you
blame your Father in Heaven because of your own faults?
Some people think that they can do whatever they like in this world and they expect
that God will always help them. They never say thanks to their parents, and they pray to
God but only to ask for more and more blessings, and then they plan to terminate all
their brothers and sister with poison so that they can obtain all the remaining of their
parents. And they say that nobody help them anymore, even they already take so much
money from their parents, and from their clients, and also from their business partner.
Actually what they plan to do is: to ask for help from their brothers and sister, in order
they can enjoy their life and they can escape to other country, and punish all their
brothers and their sister to pay off all their bills including expensive vacation in other
country for a long time until all of their brothers and their sister die. That is why: those
people who plan to trap and destroy all their brothers and their sister only in order that
they can maximize their utility, all of them will be cursed forever.
Don’t you think that your Father in Heaven always see and know what you already plan
to terminate and destroy the life of your brothers and sister? Read again and again and
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again and again and again Micha 6:15, 7:4-7. Don’t you know that such a plan is very
very very very very cruel. And that is why: you will find a full glass of wrath of God.
Some people think that they can do anything to Christian people because they always
smile and you can always ask anything to them and they will give to you more than
what you ask. But if you do that systematically in order to cheat so many Christian
people in order you can maximize your utility, then the meaning of what you do is: you
are anti-Christ. Don’t you think that there is severe punishment for anti-Christ? Read
again and again and again and again and again: the book of Revelation 20:1-3.
Don’t you know that if you do not respect your parents, you will not respect God, that is
because your parents actually are God’s representative in your life. That is why: you
should repent and take care your parents after they take care of you. That is the
principle. Read again and again and again and again and again the Gospel of Mark 7:1113, the Gospel of Matthew 6:24, 23:17-25. Don’t you think that God will take care of you
if you take care your mother and your father properly, that is why: you should respect
your parents in earth, and you should not blame or terminate them, that is very very
very very very cruel.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ
URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
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z. Why you should not worship architecture

Some people think that they should work hard work hard work hard in order they can
accumulate wealth enough to build large houses, and then they will invite so many guest to
praise their houses and also praise architecture of their houses.
That is blasphemy, because you should not praise other than God only. Read again and
again and again and again and again Deuteronomy 6:5, 5:7-9. Don’t you know that praising
building and houses are blasphemy? That is the same with story of babel tower, they want
to build so large tower to reach Heaven, that is full of blasphemy and another character of
descendant of the old serpent. Read again and again and again and again and again Genesis
11:1-10. Read especially Genesis 11:4.
Don’t you know that the principle of teaching of Me, Jesus Christ, is that you are allowed to
work, but work only as per necessary, you can buy a house but do not overdo building
architecture, that is blasphemy, because you will think you can do your life without help
from your Father in Heaven.
Don’t you know that your Father in Heaven do not like all people who want to build large
houses or palace, especially if they build that building or palace by taking advantage of poor
people, or they treat those workers as slave and do not pay them at all. That is very very
very very very cruel. Read again and again and again and again and again Jeremiah 22:1317. That is the message: do not take advantage out of poor people in order you can build
large building or palace with great architecture and then you can boast yourself that you
are famous and you are worthy to be praised for. That is full of blasphemy. And especially if
you are in top level in your government, you should take care so many people, instead of
taking advantage of poor people either with legalizing slavery, human trafficking, and mass
immigration. Don’t you know that some big countries already legalize mass immigration in
order they can work work work and work to do so many jobs in big project especially in
underground bases and then you do not pay properly those workers, and that is practically
human slavery. Read the following paragraph from a source found in google search engine:
Quote: ‘The U.S. is leading the way in getting the nations of the world to unite without
borders by way of free trade, massive immigration both legal and illegal and trying to
convince all other nations to join in on the fight to save the planet from Global Warming.’
source: http://www.ufodigest.com/news/1209/roswell-agreement2.php
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Another reference to the growing problem of massive immigration in USA is a book written
by george borjas, with title: Heaven’s door. That is very very very very very cruel, you do
not know that your Father in Heaven do not like government which legalize mass
immigration only for human trafficking, human slavery, or taking advantage of so many
people. That behavior will get a full glass and many more of wrath of God.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
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aa.

Why you should not rely on yourself in order to obtain
enlightenment

Some people think that buddhism is a good religion, because it teach people to do good
deeds, and it teach people to remove suffering and pain through removing the cause of
suffering, that is wanting. For you to know: buddhism teach you that you should remove
suffering by removing your wanting to all those that you find in this world, and all people
who do bad deeds actually they do that because of their ignorance. And that is the message
of buddhism: you should remove wanting and need by removing ignorance, and those
people who can remove ignorance are called those enlightened man: boddhisatva. Actually
they teach you to worship only buddha itself, because only it can achieve complete
enlightenment according to itself, and all of you who follow its teaching actually are victims
of your own ignorance. Actually yes, all of you who follow buddhism are very very very
very very ignorant. But the first step to remove ignorance is not to follow buddhism, but to
leave it forever and destroy all buddha statues. Don’t you hear what buddhist teachers say
to you: if you meet buddha itself in a road, then kill it straight. Then do that exactly
according to what they preach: remove and destroy all buddha statues, because buddha
only teach you false teaching, it teach you to worship it only, that is full blasphemy. Don’t
you know that: Salvation is a gift only by grace of God.
And don’t you know that actually all buddhism preachers do not know the answer
themselves, nor they know the way to Heaven, that is why: all of buddhism preachers
punish you to learn so many books that they call sutra, all of those books are only false
teaching with so many confusing terminology and symbolism. Actually all of them
buddhism preachers do blasphemy, because they pretend that they know the answer, and
teach you what they do not know. Read again and again and again and again and again
Matthew 23:11-15. Yes, all of those buddhism preachers do not take care your life, they
only misguide you with so many rules and false teaching. All of their teaching is human
teaching, that is the meaning of buddhism: you should do many many good deeds
otherwise you will be cursed to be degraded in your next life. Actually all of their teaching
is very very very very very confusing and full of blasphemy, because they teach you to
worship and pray to buddha itself, and they urge you to do so many things in order you
remove wanting and suffering. The problem is actually you should know that you already
do many many sins and mistakes, and that is why you cannot remove the toxic that were
caused by your sins and mistakes, and that is why: you cannot do your salvation yourself
no matter how many good deeds you already do. Some of you find a few similarity with the
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teaching of Jesus Christ, such as: stop angry, don’t ask more than what you need, love each
other, and other teaching in buddhism. And you call that similarity as comparative
theology. Actually those buddhism preachers only adopt and modify a number of teaching
they learn from the Bible but they want you to worship those buddism preachers. That is a
method they learn from the old serpent, that is: copy a number of text from the Bible, but
don’t teach them to worship God and do no mention the name of His Son, Jesus Christ. That
is the character of all false priests: they want you to worship themselves. That is why:
throw away all buddhism preachers, all prosperity theology preachers, all Jehovah witness
preachers, all mormon preachers and other sect preachers, quickly quickly quickly quickly
quickly today into the bottom of the sea.
Some of them teach you that you can remove suffering if you understand the meaning of
oneness of being, and they call that the essence of enlightenment. Actually those buddhism
preachers only want to say whatever they like to say, that is also human teaching and false
preaching. Read again and again and again and again and again the Gospel of Matthew
18:6-7. And don’t you know that it is forbidden to worship statue: that is why you do
contradiction in buddhism and other religion except Christianity, that is you wish to come
to your Father in Heaven, but you do blasphemy along the way. Read again and again and
again and again and again the book of Deuteronomy 6:5, 5:7-9, and also Isaiah 44:11-20.
That is why: all of you who want to come to your Father in heaven but you worship another
thing, including worship a buddha statue, worship darwin, or worship loch ness monster,
or worship any other teacher or other human being, or worship many gods like greek
people, or worship a star, or worship moon, or worship sun, all of you do blasphemy in
your life, and you will not be able to come to your Father in heaven. Read again and again
and again and again and again the book of Revelation 22:15. And you should know that
worshipping enlightenment is another problem of all of you buddhist people, and other
Europe people who think that east world already find the answer, that is the meaning of
life. Don’t you know that all Europe people who worship false teaching of human being in
india, and you call them maharishi, actually all of you also do blasphemy, and who say to
you that you can run from the wrath of God that will come unto you? Read again and again
and again and again and again the Gospel of Luke 3:7.
So many people think that the answer is: how to be more knowledgeable in order you can
remove your ignorance and how to be wiser, but that is also blasphemy. Because you
should know that: your knowledge is always incomplete and that is the meaning of
scientific epistemology: all scientific statement shall be made falsifiable, otherwise that is
not science but ideology. Read karl popper, but do not overread karl popper because he is
also misguided by his own deductive logic. Don’t you know that karl popper is influenced
by the incompleteness theorem of godel? That is the message: you cannot achieve complete
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knowledge based on your own deductive logic or by your own good deeds. That is the
principle: salvation is only gift by grace of God. Read again and again and again and again
and again the epistle to Rome 5:8-10.
That is the message: you should learn, but learn only from teaching of Me, Jesus Christ. And
you should know: that knowledge and enlightenment is not the answer to come to your
Father in heaven. Don’t you know that all of those false teachers only want you to seek
knowledge more and more, and then you will find yourself so proud and forget your Father
in heaven. And that is always the old serpent which teach you to always eat more and more
fruit of knowledge, and that is the beginning of your falling deeper and deeper. Read again
and again and again and again and again the book of Genesis chapter 3.
That is why: all of you who rely on yourself or only rely on your knowledge in order to be
saved by your good deeds, actually you only follow the old serpent. And then you will
commit more and more sins, including doing blasphemy over and over, that is worshipping
statues either in the form of carved wooden, copper, silver or gold. All of you are generation
of vipers. Read again and again and again and again and again Matthew 23:33 and Luke 3:7.
That is the message for today: now Time is up, be hurry be very very very very very hurry
to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Give yourself to be saved,
because there is only God and none else. Read again and again and again and again and
again Isaiah 45:22.
That is the article for today. This article is written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ. Me
allow My messenger to type this article, in order you can read and repent and do your
repentance properly. Don’t you know that there is no other way to come to your Father in
heaven, but only through receiving Me, Jesus Christ. Read again and again and again and
again and again Matthew 11:16-17, 12:18-21, and also Matthew 15:21-22.
Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
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bb.

Why you should not worship dragon

Almost in all culture you can find legend of dragon, either in the story of ancient Indian
people, that is the story of buddha gautama,(a) or the legend of medieval knight, or in
numerous legend of dragon in china and himalaya,(b) that is why china people worship
dragon. Actually the story of a flying reptile with ability to burst fire from its mouth is not
unique in China, you can find other story in other culture, for example in greek mythology
there are a number of story of hybrid between human and animal, that is minotaur and
other strange creature. Actually they are human being who degraded to become half animal
or even full animal after they do so many blasphemy and wicker and magic in their life.
Don’t you know that minotaur is actually the beast that is chained in the bottom of the sea.
Read again and again and again and again and again the book of Revelation 20:1-3.
That is why: be hurry be quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ. And don’t you know that that is forbidden to worship animal or
human or other creature including planet or sun? Don’t you know that some people
worship sun, and other people especially thulle society(c) worship saturn planet, and don’t
you know that saturn planet actually satan itself? Read again and again and again and again
and again Isaiah 44:9-20, 46:1-2, 47:10-13, 66:1-4.
That is a cult of dark sun that is called thulle society which fall into numerous blasphemy and
that is very very very very very cruel. And don’t you know that all nazi eschelons are part of
thulle society, and that is cult of dark sun. That is full of magic and blasphemy. That is why
destroy and terminate all nazi eschelons and all nazi soldiers including those nazi soldiers
who were recruited and trained after second world war.
The same with all of you who worship dragon, some of you already learned from dragon
itself, that is buddha and baba. That is why they can do so many cheap trick and blasphemy,
that is why they order you to build image of buddha everywhere in China and india, and
always think that buddha is good. That is blasphemy. Don’t you know that that is
blasphemy to worship other beside GOD, and all of you who do blasphemy and do not
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, will drink a full glass of wrath of God. Read again and
again and again and again and again the book of Revelation 22:14-15. That is the article for
today.
Love, Jesus Christ
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Link:
(a) buddha. Quote: ‘nagas are said to have appeared at the birth of gautama siddharta, who later became
buddha’. URL: http://www.greatdreams.com/reptilian-humanoids.htm
(b) ancient story of manasarovar lake, or sometimes called lake of naga. Don’t you know that naga mean
dragon? Quote: ‘here also are the roads to the manasarowar lake : here are the most ancient paths of
the pilgrimage. In this region is also the lake of the nagas.’ URL:
http://www.roerichtrust.org/home.htm??urusvati.htm
(c) thulle society. Quote: ‘The term black sun (German schwarze sonne), also referred to as the sonnenrad
(the German for "sun wheel"), is a symbol of esoteric or occult significance, notable for its usage in
nazi mysticism.’. URL: http://scienceofyeshua.yolasite.com/the-black-sun.php
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cc. Why you should repent quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly
today

Some people think that salvation is a gift by grace of God, that is why they think that they
are free to do as many sins as possible until almost time when Me, Jesus Christ, come again.
That people think that salvation is free and that is why they think that is very very cheap.
Don’t you know that you cannot be saved by your own good deeds or offering or by
sacrificing so many animals regardless how many animals you have in your house?
Don’t you know that your Father in Heaven love you very much, that is the message: that
you are so cruel cruel cruel cruel if you think that you can do as many sins and more sins as
you like before the End of Time, don’t you know that is you do so many sins and blasphemy
in your life, you will be degraded to become animal. And who say that you can escape from
the wrath of God? Read again and again and again and again and again Luke 3:7.
Some people think that they can do whatever they like because that is their life, and they do
not want to listen at all if someone tell them to repent. They will answer with harsh words
such as: ‘That is my life, go away,’ or ‘Believe what you believe, leave me alone.’ That is the
message: the message is that you are already intoxicated by the old serpent and then you
hate the Church and all Christian people. Don’t you know that that is very very very very
very cruel if you plan to do so many sins in your life in order you can ask for forgiveness
later later in the end of your life? Read again and again and again and again and again
Jeremiah 3:5, 3:21-22, and Jeremiah 4:1.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
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dd.

Why you should not do energy more than necessary

You should not build so many power plant more than necessary, that is blasphemy,
especially if you plan to take advantage out of so many poor people in your country. Some
people think that as top level in government they can do whatever they like in their
country, that is not true.
But you should know that the economy of energy do not depend on how you can increase
the supply of energy production, but how to praise and say thanks to God first before you
can plan for managing better energy supply in your country. Don’t you know that Me, Jesus
Christ, already come again in Jerusalem. And that is the message: you should not worry of
the increasing demand of energy in your country, because now Time is up. And you should
worry more than before on the number of people who do not hear yet the Good News of
Jesus Christ.
Some people think that the answer of energy problem is to build more more and more
power plant, especially they think of using nuclear energy to increase supply of energy in
their country. Don’t you know that actually nuclear energy is forbidden by your Father in
Heaven. That is because you do not know that the nuclear energy can have effect to the
other parts of universe, that is nuclear energy can be used improperly in order some people
can increase their utility. That is forbidden to build nuclear energy power plant, unless you
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
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ee.

Why you should prepare for the End of Day

Some Christian people do not prepare for My second coming. That is why: they do not
repent at all. For you to know: Me will come again today, and that is why: you should be
very very very very very hurry to repent and do your repentance properly.
You should know, that nobody know the day, only your Father in Heaven know.
That is why: you should do your best for the Kingdom of Heaven. And you should not do
any more mistake until Me coming.
That is the article for today.
Thank you, Me already help you. Love, Jesus Christ
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ff. Why you should not worship walt disney

Don’t you know that you should only worship God only, read again and again and again and
again and again the book of Deuteronomy 6:5, 5:7-9. But some of you are already
intoxicated by so many cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel stories of animal which often do
violence each other. Some of you are really really intoxicated, so you begin to behave as an
animal. That is the message: don’t worship animal, including animal movie, animal picture,
or animal in the zoo. Don’t you know that that is exactly mengele plan: that all of you
should worship the beast: that is plesiosaur or referred to in the Bible as leviathan.(a) Read
again and again and again and again and again the book of Isaiah 27:1, the book of
Revelation 20:1-3.
That is why: stop worship animal including animal movie, such as mickey mouse, goofy,
donald duck, and other movies produced by walt disney and steven spielberg, including
pocahontas, pinochio, beauty and the beast, and institution called tavistock institute,(b)
which plan to make all people in the world to be intoxicated by satanic movie including
numerous consciousness programming technology, such as nlp, imagery, brain washing
through seeing movie. That is: they are called mind control programming, that is the
meaning of mkultra, from abbreviation of the first two letter of mkultra, that is: mind
kontrolle (in german language).(c)
And there is simple simple simple experiment which you can do in order you can be sure
that that is the truth, that is as follows: type the following words using MS Office Word, that
is disney, donald, pocahontas with small first letter, and then you will find that first letter of
those words will be automatically changed to become large first letter. Don’t you know that
prosperity theology preachers will argue that that effect is caused by typing name word
using MS Office Word, now verify and proof that they are wrong: type another name word,
that is Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, including Jesus Christ. And you will not find that effect of
automatically changing of first letter of those words, even for your Father in Heaven’s the
Only Beloved Son, that is Me, Jesus Christ. Type again in small first letter of these words,
that is as follows: matthew, mark, luke, john, and Jesus Christ, and you will find only one
first letter that is for word Christ where you obtain automatically changing of first letter of
these words. That is very very very very very cruel, and exactly they do blasphemy by
purpose, that is the evil work of tavistock institute because they worship satan itself. That
is why: do not be hesitating to ruin and destroy and terminate all organization and building
of tavistock institute and walt disney society in all over the world. And throw away all
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prosperity theology preachers and throw away all tavistock scholars and all tavistock
researchers in numerous institutes and universities in USA, Great Britain, and Europe.(d)
Throw away all of them into the fire quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly right now!
That is the message: don’t worry, do not worry about anything, just repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ, and do not worship anything other than God only.
Thank you, Me already help you. Love, Jesus Christ.

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto

Link:
(f) plesiosaur fossil in otago museum, second floor, dunedin, new zealand. Quote: ‘the new plesiosaur
described in the latest issue of Palaeontology: Kaiwhekea katiki (pronounced kie-FEK-ay-uh KUH-tikee). There's now an official press release about it--it's identified as a cryptoclidid but it's clearly
related to Mortuneria and Aristonectes, and so may be a member of the Cimoliasauridae as defined
by O'Keefe (2001).’ ‘The plesiosaur fossil, discovered at Shag Point in North Otago, is the first of its
family (Cryptoclididae) to be found in New Zealand, and is only the third such member to be found in
the Southern Hemisphere.’ source: http://dml.cmnh.org/2002Jun/msg00149.html. Quote: ‘Although
plesiosaurs are not considered to have direct, living descendants, they live today in the human
imagination, in books, films, and even as the source of the fabled Loch Ness Monster.’ source:
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/plesiosaur
(a) tavistock institute. Quote: ‘Tavistock Institute, Tavistock House, 30 Tabernacle Street London EC2A
4UE.’ source: http://www.bilderberg.org/nwo2007.htm
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(b) mkultra is mind control programming. Quote: ‘‘Of the 149 subprojects under the umbrella of
MKULTRA having been identified, Project MONARCH, officially begun by the U.S. Army in the early
1960. A partial list of other mediums used to reinforce base programming are: Pinnochio, Sleeping
Beauty, Snow White, Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin, The Little Mermaid, The Lion King, E. T., Star
Wars, Ghost Busters, Trancers II, Batman, Bewitched, Fantasy Island, Reboot, Tiny Toons, Duck Tails,
The Dead Sea Scrolls and The Tall Book of Make Believe. A few movies which depict or portray some
aspect of MONARCH programming are Hell raiser 3, Raising Cain, Labyrinth, Telefon, Johnny
Mneumonic, Point of No Return, The Lawnmower Man and Closet Land.’ source:
http://www.whale.com/b/patton.html
(c) the following is a short list of research institute and university which work together with tavistock
institute. Quote: ‘It works through many research institutes and think tanks. The principal ones in the
United States are the Stanford Research Institute, Rand Research and Development Corporation, the
Institute For Policy Studies, the Aspen Institute, the Hudson Institute, and the Brookings Institute.
Tavistock runs over 30 research institutions in the United States.’ source:
http://theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/tavistochumanrelations.htm
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gg.

Why you should not do magick

Don’t you know that your Father in Heaven really really love you and He always take care
of you, that is why: do not worry about anything, don’t worry about anything to eat or what
you shall wear. Do you see all fowls in the sky who do not reap and who do not sow, don’t
you see that they can always find something to eat and to give to their family? That is
because your Father in heaven really really take care of them, and He also take care all of
you literally speaking. Read again and again and again and again and again the Gospel of
Matthew 6:24-31.
Don’t you see that all of you is already intoxicated by the old serpent, that is dragon. All it
do in its life is intoxicating people, that is why: it will be punished in eternity severely. Read
again and again and again and again and again: the book of Revelation 20:1-3. And all of
you who do magic, that is because you want to solve your problem but you do not have
patience and faith to pray to your Father in heaven. And then you also think that you have
to do something to solve your problem quickly otherwise you do not know what is going to
happen, that is the meaning of worrying. Read again read again read again those text
mentioned above for your consolation. And for you to know: worrying and mammon and
greed is beginning of all evil work in your life. That is because some of you think that you
are blessed less than other people, that is why: they decide to increase either their power,
their knowledge, their strength and also their prosperity. Don’t you know that that is
forbidden and blasphemy to think that your Father in Heaven really really do not care and
do not love you at all. That is how you make magic, that is because you stop love your
Father in heaven, and then you begin to listen to other voice: that is the old serpent, and the
scornful, and the ungodly, and then you fall you fall you fall you fall you fall and you really
really change destination to fall forever.
Some of you do magic with other people, that is sorcerer and wicker, and some of you read
book on hypnotism, nlp, anthony robbins, and book of secret, and other books by new age
thinkers, and also harry potter books, all of them teach you how to worship something else,
that is magick. Don’t you know that british people are literally speaking all of them
descendant of the old serpent? That is because all of them do magic and they do not want to
repent at all, that is why: do not follow british way of life. Some of them only do whatever
they like in their life, and that is why they will drink a full glass of wrath of God. Other
people like Sweden people worship satan, that is why: they put another toxic in church that
is satanic teaching. Don’t you know that they put a pattern of pentagram in some of the
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church? Don’t you know that germany people fall into other mistake and faults, that is they
are addicted to eat so many fruit of knowledge, including so many forbidden knowledge,
including doing so many blasphemy, because they think that would increase their ability to
absorb more knowledge, that is very very very very very fatal mistake, and that is literally
speaking satanic teaching: you should do blasphemy and you will get more knowledge that
is forbidden by God. And the old serpent will teach you that that knowledge will set you
free and you will be more handsome, more richer, more prosperous, and become equal to
God. Don’t you know that that is very very very very very old teaching of the old serpent?
Read again and again and again and again and again the book of Genesis chapter 3.
Don’t you know that germany people read so many philosophy books and they also
worship philosophy, including schopenhauer, nietzche, zarathustra, and other false
teaching, that is how they fall fall fall fall fall and fall forever, unless they repent and do
their repentance properly. Other European people like Italy also fall into other type of false
teaching, that is duality which is very very very very very satanic, because they read in so
many books that there is always duality in each thing in nature, and that is why those
people worship duality, and they do opposite things at the same time. Yes some of them are
very very very very very intoxicated and doing goodness only in public, and then do the
opposite thing that is very very very very very cruel thing in darkness. That is the meaning
of split personality disorder, don’t you read a story of doctor jackel and mister hide? That is
the meaning of split personality, that is because some of you doing so many blasphemy and
then you do not know how you can do otherwise, and then you will be terminated forever.
Other people in india worship old serpent, as you see in so many cartoon on those Indian
people who play flute in front of dancing serpent. Don’t you see that is blasphemy to play
flute in order the old serpent will dance? All Indian people are so intoxicated by the old
serpent, and that is why they will be punished forever because all of them do horrible
mistake and sins in public affair, that is hypnotism, magick, and blasphemy and you call
them teaching of shiva, or buddha, or brahma. Don’t you know that all of them are only
statue and gods, and don’t you know that you should worship and love God only. Read
again and again and again and again and again the book of Deuteronomy 5:7-9, 6:5, and
read also the book of Isaiah 44:12-20. That is why: be hurry be quickly quickly quickly
quickly quickly hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance
properly and wholeheartedly. Don’t you know that time is not enough for doing anything,
except to do so many many many many many work for the Kingdom of Heaven. That is
why: throw away all magic books, all buddhism books, all nepal teacher’s books, all shiva
books, all brahmanism books, all philosophy books, and all harry potter books, all wickery
books, all baba books, all gandhi books, throw all of them including baba and its family and
also j.k. rowling into the fire quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly right now!
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Don’t you know that all indian people is very very very very very intoxicated by those false
teachers for so many centuries? That is why all of you already become descendant of the
old serpent, literally speaking. And this is a simple experiment in order you are sure that all
of them require you to worship those false teachers and then you will hate God: type in MS
Office Word the following word: schopenhauer, zarathustra, brahmanism, buddha, gandhi,
and type them with small first letter, and you will find automatically changing of first letter
of these word. And then some prosperity theology preachers will argue that those effect
happen because you type name word to MS office word, now prove that they are wrong and
type again for different name, that is Gospel writer, as follows: Matthew, Mark, Luke, John,
and also type Jesus Christ. Put all those names with all small first letter, and then you will
find no effect of automatically changing of first letter of those word, except for Christ. That
is how they are very very very very very cruel, they want all people to worship
schopenhauer, zarathustra, brahmanism, buddha, gandhi and other false teachers. Throw
away all people that is all false teachers who teach false teaching and do not love and
worship God only. Don’t you know that all those false teachers are very very very very very
cruel: they do not know the meaning of repentance, and they tell you to worship yourself,
and they tell you that you can reach nirvana by your own good deeds, and they tell you to
do suffering suffering suffering suffering suffering until you die? Don’t you know that if you
follow those false teachers you will be very very very very very intoxicated, and you will be
very very very very very stupid and idiot, that is punishment and curse to all people who
do magic and sorcery without properly repentance. Read again and again and again and
again and again the book of Isaiah 44:12-20.
Don’t you know that a large number of European people are already intoxicated by so many
Indian teacher which they call as maharishi? Throw away all maharishi false prophet from
your community, all of you only teach you to do blasphemy more and more by teaching
yoga, kundalini, prana and other false teaching. Throw away all books which teach prana,
yoga, kundalini, and other books by maharishi teachers, and other hypnotism and mind
trick books, all of them are forbidden. Throw away all of those books which false teaching
as if there is answer from india and eastern way. All of them are false prophets and they
want you to fall fall fall fall fall and you will be descendant of the old serpent and you will
fall forever, and you will drink a full glass of wrath of God. Read again and again and again
and again and again the book of Jeremiah 21 and 22.
That is the message: do not do magic at all, do not do wickery and sorcery, do not do mind
trick, and do not curse people with mojo or other things that you obtain from doing
blasphemy and magic. All of them are forbidden and you will be cursed forever by God.
Read again and again and again and again and again The book of Exodus 25. That is the
message: do not do magic at all, do not worship serpent, do not worship shiva, do not
worship brahma, do not worship buddha, do not do things with mojo, and do not drink
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human blood in order you will get more strength and then you can be more cruel, all people
who do those very very very very verycruel cruel things will be punished severely by your
Father in Heaven, that is because you follow and become descendant of the old serpent.
Read again and again and again and again and again the book of Isaiah 27:1.

Other people that is himalaya, tibet, nepal, china, are intoxicated by the old dragon. That is
the old dragon which hide inside the old lake of naggar (naggar from naga word, and naga
in sanskrit mean dragon). That is why: all of you china people worship and build so many
statue and dance and tradition based on your cult of dragon. That is full of blasphemy.
Don’t you know that that is blasphemy to worship animal, even that is a powerful and very
very very very very cruel animal with fire on its mouth. And that is how the character of
people who fall to become descendant of the old dragon: all of them has will to terminate so
many people, and all of them are very very very very very cruel, and powerful, and very
very very very very prosperous. And that is why cult of dragon can attract so many people
who want to be rich and richer. That is very very very very very dangerous , and that is
why: throw away and burn so many statue and all your tradition symbols which are
contaminated by the old dragon. And throw away all people who teach you to worship
dragon. Don’t you know that all of you should love God only. Read again and again and
again and again and again the book of Deuteronomy 5:7-9, 6:5.
Don’t you know that the old dragon is already given time in order it can do whatever it like
for a thousand year? Read again and again and again and again and again the book of
Revelation 20:1-3. And now its time is over, and it has been terminated by your Father in
Heaven. Read again and again and again and again and again the book of Isaiah 27:1.
Do not you know that worship an animal will make you become animal? And that is the
same: you should not worship dragon and all your tradition and symbols which are related
to dragon. Don’t you know that all of you who worship the old dragon will be punished
severely in eternity. And don’t you know that some of you are very very very very very
intoxicated by the old dragon, that is all of you who do human trafficking, drug trading,
slavery, alcohol trading, and martial art and casino and other crime as profession in China,
and Shang Hai, and Guang Zhou, and Beijing, and Wuhan, and Beihang, and Hong Kong. All
of you will be punished severely in eternity. Other people do worse than them, that is they
worship weapon of war, that is sword, that is all people in japan worship bushido way, that
is dragon’s way to teach all people in the world to do more and more and more and more
and more war and crime. That is because: the old dragon has no heart at all, it only want to
teach you all knowledge of darkness, that is magic, blasphemy, and war. All of you japanese
people and korean people should repent and stop worship dragon, stop worship war, stop
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worship your tricky tricky tricky tricky tricky method to do business and dark economy,
and all of you should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and learn to take care people who
are needy and very very very very very poor among you. That is how you should do your
repentance properly: be compassionate and be merciful. Read again and again and again
and again and again the Gospel of Matthew 9:9-13.
That is why: be hurry be hurry be quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly hurry to repent
and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Yes all of you should repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, and then do your repentance properly, in order you can remove all
toxic from your brain and from your heart and from your family, and that is the meaning of
repentance. All of you should repent, including all middle east people in iraq, iran,
afghanistan, and also saudi arabia and all people who live in persian gulf, and all people
who live in ethiopia, nigeria, and all african people, all of you are so intoxicated by magic
and sorcerer. Don’t you know that you are too often doing magic and blasphemy, and you
worship darkness itself? That is the meaning of the Gospel of John chapter 1. That is why:
throw away all your magic trick and hypnotism and all magic thing such as all your mojo
and other stupid stupid stupid stupid stupid thing. Throw all of your magic books, all of
your hypnotism books, all of your mojo into the fire quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly
today.
Other people who live in islands in pacific ocean do other type of magic and cruel cruel
cruel cruel cruel sorcerer: that is people who live in haiti and timbuktu and hawaii and
other islands along pacific ocean including Philippines islands. All of them also do magic
and hypnotism that is voodoo. Don’t you know that voodoo is the darkness itself? And some
of you worship that magic of voodoo? Other people who live in jamaica do other type of
magic: you worship magic and lazyness and you also worship bob marley and your reggae
music. Don’t you know that you should work out on something in your life: that is how you
should repent and do your repentance properly: you should learn to take care people who
are needy and very very very very very poor among you. Yes you should not worry about
anything, but you should work hard for the Kingdom in Heaven. All of you who do magic
and sorcerer should be hurry be hurry be quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly hurry to
repent and do your repentance properly and that is the meaning of repentance as a society.
And also all of you who live in tasmania, new zealand, and other islands in southern ocean
near arctic, all of you should also repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, because all of you
worship plesiosaur in otago museum, and that is why: all of you become and already
descendant of the old serpent. And that is why: destroy and ruin otago museum quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly today, including plesiosaur fossil inside that museum.
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That is how you should repent and do your repentance properly both as a person and as a
society. Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in Jerusalem. That is why:
there is no more time to do anything, except to do your repentance quickly quickly quickly
quickly quickly and properly, and do your best to speak properly about Me, Jesus Christ.
Find a guide to help you and other people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, in the
following url: http://www.esnips.com/web/GuidetoRepent
Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, Me already help you. Love, Jesus
Christ.

URL
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
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hh.
how lawrence summers make harvard university go
bankrupt, and he leave away, and now he plan to make all USA
bankrupt

Some people think that there is other way to accumulate wealth that is using hedging fund,
that is why: harvard university make their bet to find financial funding to accomplish
expansion of their university. Alas, all their plan completely fail and their director, that is a
previously finance minister and treasury minister in bill clinton era, that is lawrence
summers, was ousted softly because he cannot solve and he cannot repair the damage that
he caused. Don’t you know that all of you american people already become descendant of
the old serpent.
And don’t you know that lawrence summers is a nephew of Paul samuelson,(b) who then
become one of a founder of LTMC, that is why: he is so advanced in managing hedging fund,
including find a way to siphon so much money in very very very very very cruel cruel cruel
cruel cruel way in order to make an institution go bankrupt, and then that institution will
succumb to an authority’s policy otherwise that institution become really really bankrupt.
That is the meaning of the policy so cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel that were always adopted
by monetary institution that is IMF, that policy is called: bail out.
Don’t you know that ltmc was made bankrupt by that same people, that is lawrence
summers, with purpose to take over that company at very very very very very cruel way,
that is the director of ltmc was removed first after that company going bankrupt first. And
then they will make an offer to bail out that company and up to now that company remain
active as hedging fund and now they manage a large amount of fund that is economic
stimulus plan, that is why you can only find a small number of cosmetic public work
without any significance at all as economic stimulus. Let us do a simplified calculation,
because My messenger can only find a limited amount of information, that is as follows:
a. A senator of usa that is senator tom coburn, have written a report with a list of
hundred projects which he regard as dubious.(a) Let us do simple math and average
that number to be around $3.4m times 100 = $340m.
b. The amount of economic stimulus budget last year is very very very very very large
amount, that is: $787b.(a)
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c. The meaning of this calculation is a very very very very very cruel cruel cruel plan to
make usa economy completely bankrupt, and that minister who now become
leading economy minister in the present government will leave away again just as
what he did before in harvard university.
d. And all of you who can do simple math with simple calculator, do not do
complicated investigation, except simple substraction between a very very very very
very hefty national economic stimulus, that is: us$787000m – us$340m =
us$786660m. And that is the missing dark mammon which you are looking for. And
you also find another significant number, that is the number of the beast, read again
and again and again and again and again the book of Revelation 13:20.
e. that is the message: lawrence summers work out a plan to destroy usa economy
after he succeed to destroy harvard university’s financial stability, and he develop
that very very very very very cruel plan with james rothenberg, who is director of
harvard corp,(c) and don’t you know that rothenberg is part of taconic capital
advisors,(e) and taconic capital advisors is closely related to tavistock institute,
london.
f. Don’t you know that lawrence summers has a track record of instable personality
and he is always against normal behavior as economist,(d) the message is: he is
really really greedy and he is not an economist at all, and that is because he has the
character of foreign exchange and hedging fund traders, just like george soros.
g. The meaning of both the aforementioned simplified calculation of missing amount of
government economic stimulus budget and connection with rothenberg and taconic
capital advisors, is that there is very very very very very cruel and complicated plan
in order to destroy systematically usa economy and the effect will be very very very
very very fatal to all american people. And that is the pattern of lawrence summers,
he only want to maximize his own utility and leave other people to literally speaking
bankrupt, including ltmc, harvard university, and now he plan to do the same cruel
cruel cruel cruel cruel plan and now the plan is even more cruel: that is at national
scale and he plan to put into effect the mengele plan, that is to make all America
default. Don’t you know that their method is very very very very very cruel, that is
how you should figure out clearly, that is that mengele plan is very very very very
very cruel and now they plan to repeat again.
h. lawrence ellison withdraw plan to create a center to monitor global health care after
resignation of lawrence summers.(g) Actually: that economic stimulus budget and
also the whole mammon of health care reformation plan will be spent for oracle
software and also for larry summers and russel sage foundation expenses, and also
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to finance the incumbent of number one chairman of a government of a big country
that is USA, in order the incumbent can buy tanker and grow up all of his dinosaur
and t-rex breed, and then he will send each major city those cruel cruel cruel cruel
cruel animal in order everybody become scared and then worship him as a savior,
that is because the incumbent is so narcistic(f) and he demand everybody worship
him. That is the character of narcistic people, they like to talk and deliver speech,
and no regard at all to other people, and they never listen to God, and they demand
everybody to worship them. That is how they are very very very very very cruel.
i.

Don’t you know that there is russell sage foundation(f) which is behind present
government of a big country that is USA and that organization is connected to
tavistock institute, and that russell sage foundation has cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel
plan, that is to destroy America by introducing behaviorism economics into
economic advisory board and then they plan to make America economy literary
speaking bankrupt. That is why: do not fall into temptation that is to allow yourself
and including your country to be forced to succumb to their nazification(f) and
mengele plan. And that is the message: throw away all twenty nine of russell sage
team, all of them are not worthy at all to ruin America. And throw away too
lawrence summers, lawrence ellison, and james rothenberg.

j.

And you should know that there is simple method to prove that there is something
different with taconic and rothenberg and ellison and russel sage foundation and
their connection to institute that rothschild family helped to create that is tavistock
institute, which is also connected to windsor, bedford, and bloomsbury, that is as
follows: type in MS Office Word the following words with small first capital letter,
that is taconic, rothenberg, ellison, russell, rothschild, windsor, bedford,
bloomsbury, and you will find automatically changing of first letter that is t and r
and e and r and r and w and b and b to become capital first letter. You will find
numerous arguments by prosperous theology preachers who support rothenberg
and taconic and satanic church and other cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel plan by
rothschild family, that is social darwinism, their argument will be that that effect of
automatically changing of first letter for these words can be described as an effect of
typing word name. Now prove that their arguments are completely false and that is
also their prosperity theology teaching is completely garbage, by typing another
words, that is: type again in MS Office Word all four Gospel writers, that is Matthew,
Mark, Luke, John and also put My name, that is: Jesus Christ. Type all those words in
small letters only, and you will not find that effect of capitalizing of first letter of
those words, except for Christ. The meaning of this simple simple experiment is to
prove that there should be hidden plan which is encoded in MS Office Word, with an
effect in order you to hate your Father in Heaven.
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That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ

URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto

Link:
(a) turtle tunnel project. ABCNews, new report cites wasteful stimulus spending going nowhere. quote:
‘The 13-foot tunnel under U.S. Rte. 27 in Lake Jackson, Fla., -- you might call it the Turtle Tunnel
because it primarily designed for turtles that are frequently killed as they cross the highway -- is one
of 100 stimulus projects targeted in a report released Tuesday by Sen. Tom Coburn, R-Okla., a leading
critic of the $787 billion stimulus plan passed by Congress in February. Coburn's report, entitled "The
stimulus: A Second Opinion," lists 100 stimulus projects the senator considers dubious. The Turtle
Tunnel project, however, seems to be moving forward. The Florida Department of Transportation
has been awarded $3.4 million to build the tunnel. Local officials defend it as necessary because so
many wild animals -- including alligators’. Source:
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/story?id=7852543&page=1
(b) URL:
http://www.softpanorama.org/Skeptics/Financial_skeptic/Casino_capitalism/12_Apostols_of_dereg
ulation/Summers/index.shtml
(c) james rothenberg relation with harvard corp, and with decision to expand harvard university. Quote:
‘The financing plan using the swaps was developed by the university's financial team and discussed
with the Debt Asset Management Committee, an oversight group, according to james rothenberg, a
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member of the President and Fellows of harvard college, or harvard corp., and the school's treasurer,
a board position.' source: http://www.sott.net/articles/show/199160-Harvard-Swaps-Are-So-ToxicEven-Summers-Won-t-Explain
(d) quote on lawrence summers. Quote: 'This is a really fascinating story of a guy who is almost
everybody hated for his personality flaws and who profess neoliberalism ideology … to land in "the
change we can believe in" Administration.' source:
http://www.softpanorama.org/Skeptics/Financial_skeptic/Casino_capitalism/12_Apostols_of_dereg
ulation/Summers/index.shtml
(e) rothenberg is part of taconic. Quote: ‘james rothenberg – jrothenberg@taconic.net’. URL:
http://gunnyg.wordpress.com/2007/11
(f) russell sage foundation and twenty nine member of behaviorism economist, see appendix in page 7.
Executive Intelligence Report vol. 36 no. 15 april 2009, URL:
http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/2009/2009_10-19/2009_10-19/200915/pdf/eirv36n15.pdf
(g) Quote: ‘This move followed the recent resignation of harvard President larry summers who was a
strong supporter of the institute, an oracle spokesman said Wednesday. Mr. ellison had promised a
donation to Mr. summers in a verbal commitment more than a year ago. Mr. ellison had pledged the
money to the School of Public Health to set up a center that would monitor global health and create
five professorships.’ URL: http://redherring.com/Home/17415
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advisors,
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larry ellison and
oracle already
purchase all ID
of all USA
citizen

Network diagram of connection between taconic capital advisors, larry ellison, the incumbent of
number one chairman of a big country, that is America, and also lawrence summers and also james
rothenberg. for network analysis theory, see for instance: URL:
http://people.umass.edu/andrewp/Andrew_Papachristos_1.0/Street_Gangs_files/Papachristos_netw
orkchapter.pdf
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appendix: list of the twenty nine scholars of russell sage foundation’s behaviorism
economics roundtable
Anton Chaitkin, london's black ops projects, executive intelligence report, 2009
Quote: 'Roundtable 29
The Russell Sage Foundation identifies the “Behavioral Economics Roundtable” members
as:
1. Henry Aaron, Brookings Institution
2. George Akerlof, University of California, Berkeley
3. Linda Babcock, Carnegie Mellon University
4. Nicholas C. Barberis, Yale University
5. Marianne Bertrand, University of Chicago
6. Roland J. M. Benabou, Princeton University
7. Colin Camerer, California Institute of Technology
8. Peter Diamond, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
9. Jon Elster, Columbia University
10. Ernst Fehr, University of Zurich
11. Robert H. Frank, Cornell University
12. Christine Jolls, Harvard University
13. Daniel Kahneman, Princeton University
14. David Laibson, Harvard University
15. George Loewenstein, Carnegie Mellon University
16. Brigitte Madrian, University of Pennsylvania
17. Sendhil Mullainathan, Massachusetts Institute Technology
18. Edward D. O’Donoghue, Cornell University
19. Terrance Odean, University of California, Berkeley
20. Drazen Prelec, Massachusetts Institute Technology
21. Matthew Rabin, University of California Berkeley
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22. Thomas Schelling, University of Maryland
23. Eldar Shafir, Princeton University
24. Robert Shiller, Yale University
-25. Cass Sunstein, University of Chicago
-26. Richard Thaler, University of Chicago
27. Jean Tirole, University of Social Sciences, Toulouse
28. Richard Zechhauser, Harvard University
29. Amos Tversky (until his death), Stanford University'
source: http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/2009/2009_10-19/2009_10-19/2009-15/pdf/4854_3615.pdf
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ii. Why you should destroy tavistock institute

Some people think that you should not destroy and ruin tavistock institute, because
that institute only do scientific research and consultant service in policy making
science. Actually that assumption is not true, don’t you know that tavistock institute
is a think tank behind a number of organizations who administer and create war in
other country, and all of them are literally speaking descendant of the old serpent.
And that is why: all of them become very very very very very cruel and literary
speaking heartless, and that is why they cannot accomplish anything in their life,
except to destroy other people’s life.
Don’t you know that if you are very very very very very cruel and always make
trouble to other people and always hate people in your heart, then you become a
psychopat and you do not repent at all because your Father in Heaven hate you so
much if you terminate other people and you do not have compassion at all. Don’t
you know that repentance is a gift by grace of God.
Then you should not be hesitating to destroy and do terminate all scientists and
scholars and researchers and consultant associated and connected with tavistock
institute, including taconic capital advisors, and also russell sage foundation.(a) And
don’t you know that russell sage foundation literally speaking control the present
top government economics ministry, because they already form twenty nine
scholars as behaviorism economics roundtable as board of advisors of minister of
finance and economy of USA. (a) That is how you can repent and do your repentance
properly, and help other people in order they do not become victims again of cruel
cruel cruel cruel cruel policy and social darwinism plan of tavistock institute. all of
them are descendant of dragon family, and that is why do not spare all of their life,
including do not spare life of mengele who is a mind master of eugenics research
from early thirties in the past century, and he now reside in tavistock building in
basement floor, and tavistock institute is located at the tavistock house 30,
tabernacle street, london ec2a 4ue.
Included here you can find a street map of london at area ec2a in order you can find
the location of tabernacle street. And do your best to terminate all people and
researchers inside the building and also all scholars and economists associated and
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connected to tavistock institute. that is why: you should not spare all of them,
because nowaday all of them prepare to destroy the world completely using all
measure at their disposal including now force, bilderberg group, illuminati, knights
of malta, weather modification technology, global warming, insemination,
immunization and vaccination, A.I.D.S., and other population reducing program.
Don’t you know that is how you should destroy the mengele plan completely: you
should find the location of port chalmers where tanker that is called maersk denton
now ported because of low water level. That is why: do your best to destroy and
ruin maersk denton completely along with destroy and ruin bloodstock ltd.
warehouse completely quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
For you to know: the location of port chalmers is at latitude 45.8000 S, and
longitude 170.6330 E, (b)but you should verify its exact location including
bloodstock ltd warehouse location.
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ.

source: http://www.streetmap.co.uk
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Link: (a) URL: http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/2009/2009_10-19/2009_10-19/200915/pdf/48-54_3615.pdf
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jj. How do you know mengele remain alive and now he hide in
tavistock institute

Some people think that mengele already died quite some time ago, that is after
Nuremberg Trial. But actually that was only a report to a number of Allied generals
in order them to cease search for it.
Actually it is very very very very very cruel and arrogant and completely
psychopatic, and it always succeed to escape because of numerous fake passport
made and given by knights of malta, which is a new version of knights of templar
that a sect which is so cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel.
actually nobody knew where it reside now, the only information is that it was
almost terminated in brazil by weizmann institute agent. But those people only
made it alive but completely ruined with paralysis. That is even more cruel, that is
why: your Father in Heaven do not approve weizmann institute, because they are
also very very very very very cruel, and they are also intoxicated by mafia and they
do not want to let information from mengele to appear in a Nuremberg Trial.
Now that is included in this article: a summary of historical record showing how
mengele disappear completely from detection in 2008,(c) that is because weizmann
institute agent send it back to tavistock institute. For you to know, tavistock
building: tavistock house, at tabernacle street, london, the location of that institute
building is nearby Bank of England. Don't you know that there are a number of very
very very very very cruel at the elite circle of bank of england which sometime ago
support hitler administration in second world war?(a) and don't you know that
hitler's purpose is exactly to eliminate Christian people all over the world?(b)
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ.

URL:
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
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link:
(a) Bank of England support hitler at second world war. Quoted: 'why hitler was able to expand into
the Rhineland etc. without fear of retaliation. Why the nazi war machine was financed and built by
the Bank of England'. source: http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=76411.0
(b) hitler purpose in second world war was exposed just before it terminate itself. Quote: 'Hitler's
mission was to destroy Christianity and Judaism in favor of the ancient pagan religion. When the war
was lost, Germany being invaded on every front, catastrophe looming, Hitler's lieutenants clustered
around him to know what the Fuhrer would do. Hitler told them that, whatever the outcome of the
war, the greater war had been won. One hundred years after his death, he predicted, Christianity
would no longer exist as a significant force in the world. That was victory, he said, To destroy
Christianity, Hitler reasoned, one must first destroy its 'agent,' the 'bacillus the Jew'; that nation of
priests,' as Nietzsche had angrily called them. The Holocaust was planned to do just that.' source:
http://watch.pair.com/reich.html
(c) historical summary of mengele recorded movement to latin america, but the writer of this
summary do not know where mengele now hide, that is at tavistock building at tabernacle street,
london. Quote: '- Following the war, was taken as a POW by the Americans but was later released
under the name Fritz Hollmann.
- Worked as a farmhand from July 1945 until May 1949 in Bavaria.
- Was mentioned in the Nuremberg trials several times but Allied forces were convinced he was dead.
Suspicions arose he was still alive when news of his divorce to first wife Irene in 1955 and second
marriage were circulated.
- Fled to Argentina, where he worked in construction but soon came in contact with influential
Germans who helped him regain an affluent lifestyle.
- Befriended other Nazis in Buenos Aires such as Hans-Ulrich Rudel and Adolf Eichmann.
- In 1958 he married Martha Mengele, the widow of his younger brother Karl Jr.
- Left in Argentina in 1962 for Paraguay for fear of being captured.
- Shortly after the capture of Adolf Eichmann in May 1960 by the Israeli Mossad, Mengele was
spotted at his home.
- A former Israeli spy admitted in 2008 that an investigation into Mengele in 1960 was called off to
ensure Adolf Eichmann would not escape.'
source: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/southamerica/brazil/4319715/JosefMengele---factfile.html
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kk.

How you can do your best to help people in agriculture

Some people think that if you are Christian people, then you should not learn properly how
to take care your family including take care your crop. Don’t you know that you should take
care all thing that your Father in Heaven give you to take care, for example if you are in
agriculture industry and you own a piece of rice field, then you should take care properly
your rice field.
Don’t you know that you should do your best to make your field producing as much as
possible, and that is the principle for your life too: you should be fruitful and faithful. And
that is the message: you should do your best to speak about Me, Jesus Christ. Do your best
to take care people that you already are given by your Father in heaven to take care. And
then you should also teach them how to take care each other and how to be disciples of Me,
Jesus Christ, and do your best to also do take care people yourself that is the meaning of
becoming a good disciple of Me, Jesus Christ. And also read again and again and again and
again and again the Gospel of Matthew 28:20, and also read again and again and again and
again and again the book of Revelation 20:1-3. And you should give all your labor what they
deserve to take, and do not delay their daily salary, that is forbidden because that practice
is very very very very very cruel. Read again and again and again and again and again the
book of Jeremiah 22:13-15.
Don’t you know that all rice field should be taken care properly, but you should not
worship your rice field, and you should not worship natural fertility, that is some kind of
very very ancient animism teaching, and that is the meaning of worshipping the old dragon.
Don’t you know that if you only love your rice field, then you will be scared of any other
power including magic and the old dragon which may come and ruin your rice field, and
then you and your family will fall and fall and fall and fall and fall forever into idolatry and
doing blasphemy, that is worshipping the old serpent, that is the old dragon. Read again
and again and again and again and again the book of Revelation 20:1-3.
That is the message: you should worship and love God only and do not fall into temptation
to worry and worry and worry and worry and worry to your life, and then you will fall into
idolatry and doing blasphemy or doing magic and wickery. All of those people who do that
will be punished in eternity. That is the meaning of the book of Revelation 22:15.
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Some of you find yourself ought to work in other people’s rice field. Do your best to not
take away what is not your belonging. And do your best to work properly until completing
your day, and then you can speak about Me, Jesus Christ. And do your best to not plan
another plot to ruin your field owner only because they are owner and richer than you. Do
not practice liberation theology only because you are peasant. Don’t you know all people in
latin America is already intoxicated by socialism, that is because a large amount of nazi
eschelon including adolf eichmann managed to escape from Nuremberg Trial around
1947.(a) There is a simple experiment which you can do in order you can find yourself that
there is hidden agenda by nazi eschelon including general donitz and himmler and
eichmann in order they can escape and then they can intoxicate the whole world including
latin America, that is as described as follows: type in MS Office Word the following words
with all small letter including first letters: odessa, donitz, eichmann, stuttgart, auschwitz
and himmler and nietzsche. And that is the effect you will find: all the first letter of these
word will be automatically changing to be capital letter, that is because all of them want
you to worship those nazi eschelon who practice nationalism socialism, that is their nazi
ideology, that is the meaning of red dragon as referred to in the Bible that is in the book of
Revelation 12:2-3. You will find that all prosperity theology preachers will argue in favor of
this effect as if that this effect happen because you type name word, now prove otherwise,
that is that all prosperity theology preacher speak false teaching and their argument is very
very very very very wrong: now type another word that is name of the Gospel writers, that
is Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, and also type My name, Jesus Christ. And then type all of the
Gospel writer name including My name all in small letter including first letter, and you will
not find that previous effect of automatically changing of the first letter to become capital
letter except for Christ. And that is the message: all those nazi eschelon hate your Father in
Heaven, that is why: they hate all Christian people(b) and they always do blasphemy that is
all of those nazi eschelon worship something else: they do cult of black sun.(c) that is the
message: the message is throw away all of nazi eschelon and all nazi soldier in your country
including all soldier in oro nazi en argentina, buenos aires, and brazil, sao paulo, and other
latin America country. Throw away all those toxic from your country into the fire quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly today, don’t you know that actually all of them take so much
money until your country go bankrupt and then they blame economy system, that is how
they are very very very very very cruel, including all prosperity theology preachers (d) and
all liberation theology preachers and also george soros, and all scholar and researcher
which are related to nationalism socialism ideology, and all scholar and researcher who are
related to social darwinism. all of them worship the old dragon, that is loch ness monster,
which is referred to in the Bible as leviathan, read again and again and again and again and
again the book of Isaiah 27:1.
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Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, Me already help you. Love, Jesus
Christ.

URL:
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.twitter.com/VChristianto

link:
(a) admiral donitz strategy. Quote: ‘The “strategy” of Hitler’s successor, Dönitz, was one of capitulation
and of saving as many as possible of the westward-fleeing civilians and of his German troops from
Soviet hands. During the interval of surrender, 1,800,000 German troops (55 percent of the Army of
the East) were transferred into the British–U.S. area of control.’ source:
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/648813/World-War-II/53600/The-German-collapsespring-1945
(b) hitler hate all Christian people. Quote: ‘hitler's mission was to destroy Christianity and Judaism in
favor of the ancient pagan religion. When the war was lost, Germany being invaded on every front,
catastrophe looming, hitler's lieutenants clustered around him to know what the Fuhrer would do.
Hitler told them that, whatever the outcome of the war, the greater war had been won. One hundred
years after his death, he predicted, Christianity would no longer exist as a significant force in the
world. That was victory, he said, To destroy Christianity, hitler reasoned, one must first destroy its
'agent,' the 'bacillus the Jew'; that nation of priests,' as nietzsche had angrily called them. The
Holocaust was planned to do just that.’ URL: http://watch.pair.com/reich.html
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(c) all nazi eschelon worship thulle society that is cult of black sun. Quote: ‘‘The term black sun (German
schwarze sonne), also referred to as the sonnenrad (the German for "sun wheel"), is a symbol of
esoteric or occult significance, notable for its usage in nazi mysticism.’ URL:
http://scienceofyeshua.yolasite.com/the-black-sun.php
(d) prosperity theology. Quote: ‘the promise that if an individual has sufficient faith in God and donates
generously, God will reward that generosity by multiplying the offerings a hundredfold." source: ‘It
promises far too little: the false gospel of prosperity theology,’ Christian Post, August 18, 2009, URL:
http://www.christianpost.com/article/20090818/it-promises-far-too-little-thefalse-gospel-ofprosperity-theology/print.html
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ll. Why you should terminate the toxic in environment
surrounding you

"All that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing." —Edmund Burke
URL: http://tartarus.org/martin/essays/burkequote.html

Some people think that everybody will do their best in order to take care other people,
including your government, actually that is what you call as norm or standard. But you
should know that some government do not do take care their people properly and they do
not take care people with purpose that is to accomplish a hidden agenda that is the
mengele plan.(a) That hidden agenda is the mengele plan, and that is very very very very
very cruel, so that common people will not realize what happen surrounding them, that is
because they are always fed up with disinformation systematically, either through
television and radio channel and newspaper and magazine. And that is why: you do not
know exactly what happen, except that your life condition are going worse and worsening.
Don’t you know that for some problem that you do not know, you will be ousted from your
job and from your school if you are school teacher and also from your university, that is the
message and that is the meaning of the mengele plan: they want all of you to literally
speaking die and go bankrupt. Literally speaking all of those cruel cruel cruel cruel cruel
government want and they have will that you should die sooner or later, after your
government take your bank account and they take all your property and they take all your
family saving and they take all your retirement plan. All of them are very very cruel, just
like a bunch of gangster: they will ask you some money for protecting your family in order
your family keep in safe condition and the next week they will ask for more and more
money until your family go bankrupt.
That is the message: the message is that they implement what is called as social
darwinism(a) policy with implication is radical measure to eradicate population, that is
they want to reduce the number of population significantly this year. And all of you who are
not descendant of the old dragon and also do not want to worship the beast that is mengele,
you will die or terminated by some monster very very soon. That is literally speaking
government by terror and horror. And that mengele plan is very very very very very cruel
cruel cruel cruel cruel, and your Father in Heaven do not approve at all the mengele plan.
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And that is the meaning of mengele plan: do your best to remove the toxic from your
society including top level in a government of a big country that is USA. And that is the
meaning of separation between the lamb and the sheep. Read again and again and again
and again and again the Gospel of Matthew 25:32-33. For you to know the mengele plan is
full of blasphemy because mengele is the beast referred in the Bible that is the book of
Revelation chapter 13, and they want all people to worship the beast otherwise they cannot
work and they cannot continue live anymore. And that is the meaning of the phrase that I,
Jesus Christ, spoke sometime ago that there will be the night where no one can do work,
except many many work for the Kingdom in Heaven.
And you should know that is why you should remove all of them who are connected with
the beast that is mengele itself, including all people which are connected to tavistock
institute and russell sage foundation,(b) and all government including a number of top
level of government of big countries who practice and put in effect social darwinism,
because all of them who teach and think darwinism actually do idolatry and blasphemy,
that is why you should terminate quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly all people who do
darwinism including practicing mengele plan and social darwinism. Read again and again
and again and again and again the book of Exodus chapter 13-14. Some people will find an
uncomfortable situation because they find that some of their relative are part of that cruel
cruel cruel cruel cruel social darwinism system, which practice and put in effect social
darwinism, and that is because all people who practice social darwinism actually hate you
Father in Heaven, and that is because they worship animal that is loch ness monster which
is another name for an animal referred to in the Bible as leviathan, read again and again
and again and again and again the book of Isaiah 27:1, and also the book of Psalm 74:12-14.
That is the message: do your best, do your best, I repeat, do your best to destroy and ruin
all government which are connected to mengele plan, and all of scholar and scientist who
work for or support tavistock institute and support social darwinism policy in USA, Europe,
including Eastern Europe and Russia, Asia and Africa, quickly quickly quickly quickly
quickly today. That is the article for today.
Love, Jesus Christ
URL:
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
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Link:
(a) mengele learn social darwinism. Quote: ‘From his youthful encounter with their distorted ideals,
to his old age, a weary and broken exile, mengele would continue to feel a personal allegiance to the
social darwinists. At the university, the question of the "biological quality of mankind" may have been
esoteric to most of mengele's classmates. But for him, it was apparently a clarion call. "social
darwinism" is, of course, simply the politically correct way of saying "applied darwinism.’ URL:
http://www.ebionews.com/news-center/general-research/evolution/13251-dr-josef-mengeleangelof-death-and-qdevotee-of-darwinq.html
(b) russel sage foundation is behind present government’s economy advisory board. URL:
http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/2009/2009_10-19/2009_10-19/200915/pdf/48-54_3615.pdf
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mm.

How you can terminate nephilim

Some people think that nephilim cannot be terminated, that is because they are so
advanced in technology and they do not have heart at all. Don't you know that is
actually the reason why the Greada treaty is signed by Eisenhower.(a) Actually that
is not true, because nephilim is also descendant of the old serpent, just the same as
human species. That is why: do your best to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all
corners of the world, and do your repentance properly.
And now do your repentance properly both as a person and as a society. Don't you
know that after you repent, you should not do again all your sin, and do your best to
tell all people that Me, Jesus Christ, really really love them very much, and that is
why: they should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do that quickly quickly
quickly quickly quickly today.
And after that all Christian people should pray together and continuously and ask to
your Father in Heaven to help and close the ozone depletion layer crack in
ionosphere.(b)
That is the article for today. Love, Jesus Christ.
URL.
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Jesus Christ only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/VChristianto
Link:
(a) Quote: '"The Greada Treaty stated that the aliens would not interfere in our
affairs and we would not interfere in theirs. We would keep their presence on earth
a secret. They would furnish us with advanced technology and would help us in our
technological development. They would not make any Greada Treaty with any other
Earth nation. They could abduct humans on a limited and periodic basis for the
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purpose of medical examination and monitoring of our development; with the
stipulation that the humans would not be harmed, would be returned to their point
of abduction, would have no memory of the event, and that the alien nation would
furnish Majesty Twelve with a list of all human contacts and abductees on a
regularly scheduled basis. ' source: http://www.abidemiracles.com/56789.htm
(b) URL: http://www.ozonedepletion.co.uk/ozone-layer-climate-change.html
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nn.

How you should listen to My Voice, Jesus Christ

Some people think that you should do many many things in order to speak properly
about Me, Jesus Christ, that is not true. You only have to repent and receive Me, Jesus
Christ, and that is exactly what you should do quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly
today.
And after that you should pray and ask to God to help you to speak properly about Me,
Jesus Christ, and God will answer your prayer. don't you know that your Father in
Heaven really really love you and that is why you should be hurry be hurry and quickly
quickly be very very very very very hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all
corners of the world.
Some people today pray and ask to God do teach them how they should listen properly
to My Voice, Jesus Christ, and that is the answer: you should know that that is a gift by
grace of God. And that is the meaning of 'blessing.' Read again and again and again and
again and again the book of Jeremiah chapter 1, and also the first epistle of Chorinthians
chapter 13. That is the message: you should not ask for more blessing more than what
God give them to you. Some people have noticed that My messenger really really really
really really only write exactly what Me dictate to him, and that is the meaning of
repentance: you should only do exactly what Me, Jesus Christ, order you to speak. That
is how you should live actually after you repent: do no more mistake in your life, and do
exactly what Me, Jesus Christ, order you to do.
That is the article for you today. Thank you thank you thank you thank you thank you,
Me already help you. Love, Jesus Christ.

URL:
http://guidetorepent.livejournal.com
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
http://message.diigo.com/user/Guidetorepent
http://share.ovi.com/album/Guidetorepent.mymedia
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oo.

Jesus Christ already come again in Jerusalem

Don’t you know that Me, Jesus Christ, already come again in Jerusalem, that is why: do
your best to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. And don’t you
know that there is no more time to do any other thing except to do many many many
work for the Kingdom of Heaven.
That is why: you should be hurry and quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly be hurry
to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Don’t you know that
your Father in Heaven really really love you and that is why: be hurry be hurry to
repent o generation of vipers. Give yourself to be saved and do not postpone again, now
Time is up, that is your life! Read again and again and again and again and again the
book of Matthew 23:33, and the book of Luke 3:7.
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